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Abstract 

 

Purpose: To identify the effectiveness of kinesiotape over knee joint in knee osteoarthritis 

patients. Hypotheses: Kinesiotape along with conventional physiotherapy is more 

effective than only conventional physiotherapy for the treatment of osteoarthritis of knee 

joint. Null hypotheses: Kinesiotape along with conventional physiotherapy is not more 

effective than only conventional physiotherapy for the treatment of osteoarthritis of knee 

joint. Objectives: To find out the effectiveness of kinesiotape over knee joint in knee 

osteoarthritis patients in terms of physical disability, pain intensity, ROM and muscle 

power. Methodology: The study is a single blind Randomized Control Trail (RCT). The 

patients were selected from the outpatient musculoskeletal unit and 20 patients with OA of 

knee were randomly selected and then 10 patients with OA of knee were randomly assigned 

to experimental group and the other 10 patients were selected to the control group for this 

RCT study. The study has been conducted at musculoskeletal department of CRP, Savar. 

Outcome measurement tools: Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Arthritis 

Index (WOMAC) was used to measure the physical disability of the participants, 

Numerical pain rating scale (NPRS) was used to measure pain ,Goniometer was used to 

measure range of motion and   manual muscle testing scale was used to measure  muscle 

power. Analysis of data: Inferential statistics such as Mann-Whitney U test and Wilcoxon 

test was done using SPSS version 20. Results: From this research it was observed that 

physical disability score and pain intensity were decreased both in experimental and control 

group. In WOMAC score, only lying in bed variable (U=19, p=0.007) was significant in 

experimental group. No significant effect was found in range of motion of both in 

experimental and control group. Improvement of muscle power was not significant in 

manual muscle testing scale in experimental group. 

Conclusions: The research showed that the effectiveness of kinesiotape over knee joint 

along with conventional physiotherapy is not more effective than only conventional 

physiotherapy in knee osteoarthritis patients. 

 

Key words: Kinesiotape, Knee joint, Osteoarthritis.
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CHAPTER-I                                                                                        INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background  

In this age of modern science, osteoarthritis is one of the major cause of disability in older 

population through worldwide  and the incidence of  osteoarthritis of knee joint  increases 

with age as well as approximately 18.4% of the population is exaggerated by this 

degenerative disease(Park & kim., 2018). Osteoarthritis mainly affect the whole joint 

including cartilage ,menisci, sub-chondral bone synovium, capsule, ligaments, muscles and 

the aims of nonsurgical treatment is to reduce the main symptoms of pain and stiffness as 

well as to improve the functional capacities (Rahlf et al., 2018). The chief complains of 

osteoarthritis is pain, joint stiffness, crepitation and reduction of joint range of motion 

(ROM) and the disease restricts the daily activities such as walking, stair-climbing  

housekeeping that leads to a lack of functional independence and impairment of quality of 

life (Musemeci, 2017). 

Nielsen et al., (2010) stated that the peripheral nociceptors in OA may be sensitized by 

inflamed synovium, damaged subchondral bone and most often there is a discrepancy 

between physical damage of joint and pain symptoms. Blalock et al., (2015) stated that 

there is osteophyte formation, subchondral bone, ligamentous laxity, weakening of 

particular muscles and thickening of the joint capsule in knee osteoarthritis and it causes a 

reflective societal and economic burden and conveys significant physical and 

psychological consequences for the affected individual. The persons who have 

symptomatic knee osteoarthritis (OA) have much intra-articular structural pathology 

including cartilage loss, bone marrow lesions, meniscal damage and synovitis (Felson et 

al., 2015). 

The most common contributing factor of osteoarthritis (OA) is aging, trauma, obesity and 

inflammation and the particular symptoms are related with functional impairment. The 

disease is mainly characterized by cartilage degradation but it also involves moderate to 

severe inflammation of the synovial membrane, remodeling of the sub chondral bone and 
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osteophytosis and the osteophytosis is the progress of a fibro cartilage capped bony 

outgrowth at the border of the joint forming the so called osteophytes (Junker et al., 2015). 

MRI studies shows the evidence of abnormal bone structure at the sub chondral boundary 

with cyst and bone marrow lesions (BMLs) (Neill & Felson, 2018). 

The systemic risk factor of osteoarthritis  are socio demographic , genetic ,obesity and 

metabolic syndrome ,vitamins/diet, bone density and mass and the joint level risk factors 

are bone/joint shape, muscle strength, joint loads and alignment ,occupation and sports 

,injury/surgery (Vina & Kwoh, 2018). 

Osteoarthritis (OA) is usually managed within primary care and there is no remedy for the 

disease. Some interventions are used at pain management with simple analgesia and 

maximizing function and improving quality of life through non pharmacological 

approaches (Walshe t al., 2017). Strengthening exercises of the knee muscles may increase 

the joint stability and confidence due to the muscles capacity to create more force by 

increased muscle power, strength and endurance (Brosseau et al., 2017). Some exercise 

therapy covers a range of targeted physical activities that is directly aim to improve muscle 

strength, joint range of motion, neuro motor control and aerobic fitness (Fransenet al.2015). 

Modifications of daily living activities, weight loss, physical therapies such as exercise, 

electrotherapy and taping, non-steroidal anti -inflammatory drugs and injection therapies 

get rid of symptoms in most of the patients with mild or moderate knee osteoarthritis 

(Kocyigit et al., 2015) 

Kinesiotaping was invented by Dr. Kenzo Kase for use in sports for athletic injuries but 

now it is used in different condition and it is also used to facilitate muscle action, supports 

the joints, ligaments or tendons improve proprioception, prevents unwanted joint 

movement and allow healing with minimum stress on injured tissue (Saswadkar et al., 

2017). Kinesio tape is one kind of adhesive therapeutic tapes for injury prevention, 

rehabilitation and performance improvement and it is clinically effective in joint movement 

promotion, encouraging an earlier manifestation of muscle peak torque, increasing muscle 

activity and functional enhancement (Cai et al., 2015). Kinesiotape may stimulate different 

therapeutic objectives like improved circulation, pain inhibition and lymphatic drainage or 

a reduction of delayed onset of muscle soreness (Csapo & Alegre, 2014). 
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Kinesiotape is one kind of elastic adhesive-backed cotton tape and is recommended to 

reduce injury recovery time by decreasing pain and inflammation. It has air permeability, 

channels away moisture and helps in water evaporation and it also permits a partial to full 

ROM to applied joints and muscles and in this way kinesiotape decreases pain, swelling 

and muscle spasm (Tripathi & Hande, 2017). 
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1.2 Rationale 

  

Worldwide, it is estimated that OA is the fourth leading cause of disability and this 

disability burden is attributable to the involvement of the hips and knees .The number of 

OA patients is increasing day by day and it is also common in Bangladesh. There is a 

correlation between OA and age .It has been estimated that the ratio of people aged 65 

years and over in Asia will more than double in the next two decades, from 6.8% in 2008 

to 16.2% in 2040 ( Fransen et al.,2011). So, it should be a responsibility for the government 

to arrange the treatment for the patients who suffers from OA .But it is a matter of great 

regret that there is no curative treatment for OA and only the symptomatic treatment is 

available for the patients to alleviate pain, stiffness, swelling and increase ROM. For this 

purposes, many conventional approaches (such as Ice, IRR, soft tissue technique, 

strengthening exercise etc.) are used for the treatment of OA like knee joint OA. 

 

Kinesiotape is also used for the treatment of knee OA and it has effect on reducing pain, 

stiffness, swelling and in increasing ROM .But in this perspective there is lack of evidence 

in kinesiotaping of knee joint in Bangladesh at the case of knee OA. 

  

So, as a physiotherapy student and being a researcher my aim is to work in this area and to 

establish an evidence based physiotherapy for the knee OA patients. For the management 

of sports injuries, kinesiotape has been used successfully and nowadays it is suggested to 

use kinesiotape in different musculoskeletal condition like osteoarthritis, tennis elbow, 

planter fasciitis etc. There are some research articles which have been published about the 

physiotherapy interventions of knee OA patients but there is no well-developed research 

on this area in our country. 
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1.3 Aim of the study 

Identify the effectiveness of kinesiotape along with conventional physiotherapy over knee 

joint in knee osteoarthritis patients. 

1.4 Objectives of the study 

1.4.1. General objectives  

 To identify the effectiveness of kinesiotape over knee joint in knee osteoarthritis patients. 

1.4.2. Specific objectives 

i. To identify the effect on disability score after applying kinesiotape over knee in 

knee OA patients. 

ii. To assess the effect on pain after applying kinesiotape over knee joint in knee OA 

patients. 

iii. To evaluate the effect on range of motion after applying kinesiotape over knee joint 

in knee OA patients. 

iv. To measure the effect on the muscle power after applying kinesiotape over knee 

joint in knee OA patients. 

1.5 Hypothesis 

Kinesiotape along with conventional physiotherapy is more effective than only 

conventional physiotherapy for the treatment of osteoarthritis of knee joint. 

µ1-µ2 = 0 or µ1 ≥µ2 

1.6 Null hypothesis  

Kinesiotape along with conventional physiotherapy is not more effective than only 

conventional physiotherapy for the treatment of osteoarthritis of knee joint. 

µ1-µ2 ≠ 0 or µ1 ≠ µ2 

1.7 Variables 

1.7.1 Independent Variables 

i. Kinesiotape  

ii. Conventional physiotherapy 

iii. Age 

iv. Sex 

v. NPRS scale 

vi. WOMAC scale 

1.7.2. Dependent Variables 

i. Knee Osteoarthritis  
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1.8. Operational Definition 

Osteoarthritis 

 Osteoarthritis is one of the serious joint disease that results to a reduced  quality of life 

.osteoarthritis was  the sixth leading cause of disability worldwide  in 2003 and has been 

expected to rise  to the fourth leading cause by 2019. A protective oily substance called 

synovial fluid is also contained within the joint, helping to ease movement. When these 

protective coverings break down, the bones begin to rub together during movement. This 

can cause pain, and the process itself can lead to more damage in the remaining cartilage 

and the bones themselves. 

 

Knee osteoarthritis 

Knee osteoarthritis (knee OA) is a progressive disease caused by inflammation and 

degeneration of the knee joint that worsens over time. It affects the entire joint, including 

bone, cartilage, ligaments, and muscles. Its progression is influenced by age, body mass 

index (BMI), bone structure, genetics, muscular strength, and activity level. Knee OA also 

may develop as a secondary condition following a traumatic knee injury. Knee 

osteoarthritis is clinically characterized by usage-related pain and/or functional limitation. 

It is a common complex joint disorder showing focal cartilage loss, new bone formation 

and involvement of all joint tissues. Structural tissue changes are mirrored in classical 

radiographic features.  

Knee joint   

Knee joint is one kind of complex joint which is formed by 4 bones like lower end of femur, 

upper end of tibia and fibula and one sesamoid bone patella .Tendons connect the knee 

bones to the leg muscle and helps to move the knee joint. Ligaments join the knee bones 

and provide stability to the knee. The anterior cruciate ligament prevents the femur sliding 

backward on the tibia and posterior cruciate ligaments prevents the femur from sliding 

forward on the tibia. Medial and lateral collateral ligaments prevents the femur from sliding 

side to side. There are two “C” shape piece of cartilage which is called medial and lateral 

menisci is acts as a shock absorbers between the femur and tibia. 
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CHAPTER-II                                                              LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

There are many kinds of bone and joint disorders and among them osteoarthritis is the most 

common problem (H-y et al.,2015). The term osteoarthritis is the combination of three 

Greek words ‘Osteo’ means ‘Bone’, ’Arthro’ means ‘Joint’ and ‘itis’ means 

‘inflammation’(Deshpande et al., 2015). Now a days, the prevalence of Osteoarthritis is 

significant due to increase the average age of the population .A research predicted that the 

approximate number of people diagnosed with osteoarthritis will increase by 57% by the 

year of 2020 and movement limitations, caused by the out breaks of this disease, will 

increase by 66% (Sarallahi et al., 2016). About 40 million of people are affected by 

Osteoarthritis in Europe and similarly, in USA 52.5 million of people affected by OA as 

well as more than 100 billion dollars costs every year in USA for management of OA and 

mostly one third of elderly people are affected by OA on the other hand youngers 

population are affected by OA due to joint injury and abnormal weight loading after injury 

also causes OA (Musumeci., 2016). 

 

Silver wood et al.,(2014) appraised that the incidence of symptomatic OA in those  aged  

60 years  and above was 9.6 % in men and 18% in women and at least 25% of adults aged 

over 55 years  report at least one episode of knee pain each year, which is close to reflect 

underlying OA. Osteoarthritis is commonly presented in general practice, over 7 years an 

estimated 13 % of older adults receive a diagnosis OA. 

 

 It is predicted that the percentage of people aged 65 years or over in Asia will more than 

double in the next two decades, from 6.8% in 2008 to 16.2 % in 2040, Singapore will 

increase the proportion of people aged 65 years and over by 316%,India by 274%,Malaysia 

by 269%,Bangladesh by 261% and the Philippines by 256%. Moreover ,in 2008, Japan had 

the world’s oldest  population  and at that year 21.6% aged 65 years or more as well as 

India and china were ranked the top two countries  in the absolute number of people aged 

65 years and over (106 million for china and 60 million for India) (Frensen et al., 2011). 
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Now it is considered that OA is the fourth leading cause of disability and WHO estimates 

the prevalence of knee OA was 1770 and 2693 per 100000 men and women in 2000.The 

prevalence of symptomatic knee OA was 4.9% among adults aged ≥26 years, 16.7% in 

among adults aged ≥45 years and 12.1% among adults aged ≥60 years in USA (Haq & 

Davatchi.,2011). In general practice, knee OA and knee pain is the most common 

complaints and knee pain affects ±25% in those over 55 years of age and women are more 

affected than men (Landsmeer et al., 2019). In OA of knee joint the 3 compartments of 

knee joint such as medial, lateral and patellofemoral joint are affected and it usually 

develops slowly over 10-15 years and interferes daily activities (Jespasio et al., 2017).  OA 

of knee joint consequences low quality of life and functioning of activities of daily living, 

with increased pain decreased muscle bulk, proprioception deficits and altered gait pattern 

as well as OA also decrease the speed of gait speed and cadence, longers the double support 

time, a smaller stride length, increased knee flexion at heel strike and decreases knee 

flexion during the stance phase of gait, the force of heel strike of affected leg reduces, 

lowers the external knee flexion  moments at the time of early stance, lowers the external 

knee extension  moments in stance phase that  results due to excess hamstring  activation 

,longer muscle activation during  in stance  and excess co- contraction  ( L. Heiden et al ., 

2009). The individuals who have knee OA have experienced pain, stiffness and decreased 

range of motion of the joints and these symptoms follows the limitation of an individual’s 

capacity  to upswing from a chair, stand securely, walk or climb stairs and at a result, these 

limitations lead to a loss of functional independence (R. Kaufman et al, 2001). The first 

characters  of knee OA are progressive damage of articular cartilage, bone remodeling and 

new bone formation  on the other hand second features are synovial inflammation, fibrosis 

of ligaments ,tendons, menisci and capsules occurs in the body (Zamri et al.,2019) 

Osteoarthritis has some significant sign and symptoms such as pain at rest, movement and 

pain during walking, running. In these case pain increase to a greater extent when pressure 

is placed on the joints during activity (H-Y et al., 2015). OA causes loss of muscle strength, 

co-ordination and loss of proprioception causes advancement of knee osteoarthritis and 

decrease the active daily livings of a patient (Sarallahi et al., 2016).  
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OA limits the daily activities of a patient such as walking, running, stair climbing and 

housekeeping .Osteoarthritis causes loss of functional independence (Musumeci,2016). 

 

Knee osteoarthritis is diagnosed radio graphically by the presence of joint space narrowing 

with osteophyte or cyst formation, sclerosis or attrition. Clinical examination, laboratory 

investigation (including erythrocyte sedimentation rate, serum calcium and rheumatoid 

factor by the latex and rosewalar tests) and the absence of marginal erosions  and isolated 

osteonecrosis  on radiographic screening ( Ledingham et al.,2015). 

 

Risk factors of knee Osteoarthritis 

Age: Older people has the greater chance of knee osteoarthritis (Li et ali.,2013). Gender: 

Female has the higher risk of knee and hand OA on the other hand mens are associated 

with spine OA (Cho et al.,2015). Genetic: Positive family history of knee OA has the 

possibility to develop knee OA (Venkatachalam et al.,2017). Hypertension: There is a 

positive association between hypertension and OA (Kim et al., 2010). Diabetes: It is found 

that there is a association between knee OA and diabetes (Zhang et al., 2016). Osteoporosis 

(Lee et al., 2015). Higher bone mineral density: High bone mineral density has association 

with knee OA. 0.1gm/c𝑚2 increase in BMD and raised the risk of knee OA by 53% (Sudo 

et al., 2008). Obesity: High BMI has association with knee OA (Ho-pam et al., 2014). 

Smoking: Smoking habit might be a risk factor of knee OA (Jiang et al.,2012). Repetitive 

use of joints: Repetitive using of joints at the time of working has association with knee 

OA (Liu et al., 2016). Poor home ventilation and heating: The person who lives in well 

ventilated room has lower OA than who lives in poorly ventilated room (Zhang et al., 

2016). Area residence: The people who lives in rural or mountain area has the high risk 

knee OA than the people who lives in urban area (Yoshimura et al., 2009). Lower 

education: The people with low level of education are more likely to develop knee OA 

(Zhang et al., 2016). Separation, divorce or death: The people who are separated, widows 

or divorced has the chance to develop knee OA (Zhang et al., 2016). 
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There are four bones that creates the knee joint. 1. Femur: It is known as the thigh bone 

and it’s the largest and strongest bone in the body.The head of femur forms joint with 

acetabulum and the lower part forms round medial and lateral condyles.2. Patella: It is a 

sesamoid bone. It is flat and triangular in shape. The patella moves when the leg moves. 

Its function is to release friction between the bones and muscles when the knee is flexed or 

extended and to protect the knee joint. The patella glides along with the bottom front 

surface of the femur between two protuberances called femoral condyles. 3.Tibia : Tibia 

is known as the shin bone that runs from the knee to the ankle. The upper part of the tibia 

is made of two plateaus and a knuckle-like protuberance called the tibial tubercle. Attached 

to the top of the tibia on each side of the tibial plateau are two crescent-shaped shock-

absorbing cartilages called menisci which help stabilize the knee Medial and lateral 

condyles form a groove and it is called the patello femoral groove.4. Fibula: It is a long, 

thin bone in the lower leg on the lateral side and runs near the tibia from the knee to the 

ankle.  The role of ligaments is to attach bones to bones and give strength and stability to 

the knee joint. Ligaments are strong, tough bands which are not particularly flexible. Once 

stretched, they tend to stay stretched and if stretched too far, they snap (Palmer, 2007).  

  

 

There are five ligaments in the knee joints.1. Anterior cruciate ligament: It attaches the 

tibia and the femur in the midpoint of the knee joint. It is situated deep inside the knee and 

in front of the posterior cruciate ligament. It confines rotation and forward motion of the 

tibia 2. Posterior cruciate ligament: It is the strongest ligament and attaches the tibia and 

the femur. It is situated deep inside the knee behind the anterior cruciate ligament and limits 

the backwards motion of the knee. 3. Medial Collateral Ligament: It is also known as 

tibial collateral ligament that attaches the medial side of the femur to the medial side of the 

tibia and limits the sideways motion of the knee joint. 4. Lateral Collateral Ligament: It 

is also known as fibular collateral ligament that attaches the lateral side of the femur to the 

lateral side of the fibula and limits the sideways motion of the knee joint. 5. Patellar 

ligament: It attaches the kneecap to the tibia. The muscles in the leg keeps the knee joint 

stable, well aligned and moving. There are two main muscle groups such as the quadriceps 

and hamstrings. The quadriceps are a collection of 4 muscles on the front of the thigh and 
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are responsible for flattening the knee by turning a bent knee to a straight position. The 

hamstrings is a group of 3 muscles on the back of the thigh and control the knee moving 

from a straight position to a bent position. The 4 muscles of quadriceps are vastus lateralis, 

vastus medialis, vastus intermedius, and rectus femoris and 3 muscles of hamstrings are 

semimembranosus, semitendinosus and biceps femoris (Datta, 2007). 

 

 

The treatment protocol for OA of knee is frequently directed to reduce pain and thereby 

improving function (Hurwitz, et al, 2000). To reduce the symptoms of osteoarthritis and to 

improve the condition, surgical and conservative interventions are applied and in this case, 

pharmacological and non-pharmacological management are used. Surgical interventions 

mainly used when conservative treatment is failed .Sometimes it shows less efficacy (H-Y 

et al 2015). Surgical interventions needs a huge amount of costs and it is actually economic 

burden for the individuals and society and among the different kinds of treatment strategy 

in osteoarthritis, kinesiotape is more effective to correct proprioception error,to reduce pain 

and to improve quality of life and to improve in knee joint position is achieved by using 

quadriceps kinesiotape (Sarallahi  et al., 2016).   

It is suggested to use kinesiotape to short the injury recovery time by reducing pain and 

inflammation and it permits a partial to full range of motion to applied muscle and joints 

and reduces pain, swelling and muscle spasm (Tripathi & Hande., 2017). Kinesiotaping is 

a technique that has created new propensity to the treatment of pain, strength, functionality 

and other outcomes related to skeletal muscle and joint injuries (Ballesteros, et al., 2018).  

The effect of Kinesiotaping has been shown in patients who have experienced anterior knee 

pain, patella-femoral pain ,OA and other musculoskeletal condition .Mainly Kinesiotaping 

is used to prevent pain ,to give support and to protect the ligaments ,tendons ,and muscle 

and to prevent unwanted stress to the tissue( Park & Kim., 2018).  

 

Elevations of the epidermis by applying kinesiotape reduces the pressure on the 

mechanoreceptors remains below the dermis and as a result , reduces  the nociceptive 

stimuli and  increase the speeds of healing by slightly lifting skin  away from sore or injured 

tissues, improves blood flow and lymphatic drainage and supports injured joints and 
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muscles without restraining their range of motion as well as in kinesiology tape ,motor 

control should be related  to the increase of afferent informations due to the stimulation of 

the cutaneous mechanoreceptors such as Meissner corpuscle end-organs, Pacinian 

corpuscle end organs, hair follicle end organs and some free nerve endings (Torres et 

al.,2016). Facilitatory kinesiotape increases muscle strength and it is attributed to a placebo 

effect on the regular kinesiotape users not non-kinesiotape users (Mak et al., 2018). The 

facilitating treatment with kinesiotape increases the isokinetic knee extensor peak torque 

performance in the healthy adults when it is compared with the inhibitory procedure and 

the magnitude of the effect is not large (S. young &W. young., 2016). The main therapeutic 

effect of kinesiotape is re-educating muscle function, improvement of fluid exchange 

between tissue layers, decreasing pain through neurological suppression repositioning of 

subluxed joint, improvement of joint proprioception, ligament and tendon support, postural 

education, flexibility improvement and correcting scar formation as well as it should be 

kept in mind that the long term effect of KT therapy is remain unknown (Ferreira et al., 

2017) Taping has an effective adjunct therapy in the management of knee osteoarthritis for 

activity and nocturnal pain control and the study indicates inconclusive evidence of a 

beneficial effect  of KT(Kocyigit et al.,2015). 

Kinesiotape is a new method of treatment regimen which is used in clinical practice and 

sports environment to prevent and treat the musculoskeletal disorder, sports injuries and 

inflammatory conditions. KT accelerates the healing process by lifting the skin away from 

the sore or injured tissues, increase lymphatic drainage and blood flow to area (Torres et 

al.,2016). 
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CHAPTER-III                                                                               METHODOLOGY 

 

This research was an experimental design to evaluate the effectiveness of kinesiotape over 

knee joint for the management of physical disability, range of motion, muscle power and 

other symptoms of the patients with knee osteoarthritis. To identify the effectiveness of 

this treatment regime, WOMAC scale, Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS), Goniometer 

and Manual muscle testing scale (MMTS)   Questionnaire were used as measurement tools 

for measuring the pain intensity, joint stiffness, physical function level, range of motion 

and muscle power. 

 

3.1 Study Design  

 

The study is a single blind Randomized Control Trail (RCT). The patients were selected 

from the outpatient musculoskeletal unit and 20 patients with OA of knee were randomly 

selected and then 10 patients with OA of knee were randomly assigned to experimental 

group and the other 10 patients were selected to the control group for this RCT study. The 

study has been conducted at musculoskeletal department of CRP, Savar.  

  

A pretest (before intervention) and posttest (after intervention) was administered with each 

subject of both groups to compare the pain, joint stiffness, physical function, range of 

motion, muscle power effects before and after the treatment. 

 

The study is designed using an experimental design quantitative research. According to 

Depoy & Gitlin (2013) the design could be shown by:  

 

Experimental Group:                       R        𝑂1      X   𝑂2 

Control Group:                                R        𝑂1            𝑂2 
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Flow chart of the phases of randomized control trial  

  

                         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure -01: Flow chart of the phases of randomized control trial 

Control group (𝑛2 =10) Experimental group (𝑛1 = 10) 

Received conventional 

physiotherapy only  

Received kinesiotape with 

conventional physiotherapy  

Follow up (After 6 sessions) Follow up (After 6 sessions) 

       Outcome analyze  Outcome analyze  
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3.2 Study area  

Musculoskeletal Outpatient Unit of Physiotherapy Department at CRP, Savar, Dhaka. 

 

3. 3 Study Population  

 

A population denotes to the entire group of people or items that meet the criteria set by the 

researcher. The populations of this study were the knee OA Patients at outpatient 

department of CRP, Savar. 

 

3.4 Sampling technique  

 

Simple random sampling technique was used for data collection. The patients, who met the 

inclusion criteria, were taken as sampling frame in this study from Outpatient 

musculoskeletal physiotherapy department of CRP, Savar. Among them researcher 

selected 20 patients with Knee OA randomly as sample and then 10 patients with Knee OA 

were randomly allocated to Kinesiotape with conventional physiotherapy group and 10 

patients to the only conventional physiotherapy group for this RCT study.  The study was 

a single blind study. When the samples were collected, the researcher randomly allocated 

the participants into experimental and control group, because it develops internal validity 

of experimental research. The samples were given numerical number C1, C2, C3 etc. for 

the control and E1, E2, E3 etc. for experimental group. Total 20 samples included in this 

study, among them 10 patients were allotted for the experimental group (Kinesiotape with 

conventional physiotherapy) and rest 10 patients were assigned for control group (received 

conventional physiotherapy only). 

 

3.5 Subject inclusion criteria  

i. The patients who have osteoarthritis of knee joint (Tripathi & Hande,2017). 

ii. Age range 28 to 77 years. 

iii. Both male and female gender (Tripathi & Hande,2017). 

iv. Both unilateral and bilateral knee OA (Tripathi & Hande,2017). 
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3.6 Subject exclusion criteria  

i. Patients who have OA in hip or others joint but not in knee joint. (Tripathi & 

Hande,2017). 

ii. Incomplete or unclear documents. (Tripathi & Hande,2017). 

iii. Patient got surgery for knee OA. (Tripathi & Hande,2017). 

iv. Patient taking steroid injection. (Tripathi & Hande,2017). 

 

3.7 Data collection method and materials  

 

3.7.1. Data collection tools  

i. Data collection form.  

ii. Informed consent. 

iii. Structured questionnaire (both open ended and close ended questionnaire).    

iv. Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS) – for measuring pain. 

v. WOMAC questionnaire. 

vi. Manual Muscle testing scale. 

vii. Goniometer.  

viii. Pen. 

 

3.7.2. Measurement tools  

 

 Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS) McCaffery & Pasero (1999) used a numeric scale 

to rate the pain status practiced by patients. It is recognized as Numeric Pain Rating Scale. 

The scale is a 10 cm long scale ranging from 0-10. Here a zero (0) means no pain, 1-3 

specifies mild pain, 4-6 specifies that pain is in moderate state and 7-10 is severe pain 

feeling experienced by patients. 

 

WOMAC Osteoarthritis Index: 

This questionnaire is developed according to, “The Western Ontario and MacMaster 

Universities Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC SCORE)” for measuring the pain and 

disability of the patient with knee osteoarthritis. Each question has 4 score. Where 0 
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indicates no pain, 1 indicates mild pain, 2 indicates moderate pain, 3 indicates very pain 

and 4 indicates severe pain. Total questions are 24. Total number is 96. Here, 20 score is 

for pain, 8 score is for stiffness and 68 score for physical function measurement. More 

WOMAC score indicates more severe condition and less WOMAC score indicates less 

severe condition. A sound and healthy person may has WOMAC score 0. 

Goniometer 

 Here, researcher used Goniometer for measuring joint range of motion and most 

commonly used Double-armed Goniometer, with one arm stationary and another arm is 

movable. The pin or axis of the movable arm is positioned directly over the center of the 

joint. The stationary arm is held in the line with the stationary segment of joint. Then the 

movement should perform. At the completion of movement the indicator show the number 

of degree through which the segment has moved. 

 

Manual Muscle Testing Scale: 

 Manual muscle testing is used to evaluate contractile units, including muscles and tendons, 

and their ability to generate forces. When used as part of rehabilitation, muscle testing is 

an important evaluative tool to assess impairments and deficits in muscle performance, 

including strength, power, or endurance. In this study Manual Muscle Testing Scale was 

used to evaluate how much muscle power is present in knee. Here, 0 indicates no visible 

or palpable contraction , 1 indicates visible or palpable contraction,2 indicates partial ROM 

with  gravity eliminated, 3 indicates full ROM with gravity eliminated, 4 indicates gravity 

eliminated with slight resistance or less than half range against gravity, 5 indicates more 

than half but less than full ROM against gravity , 6 indicates full ROM against   gravity ,  

7 indicates full range of motion against gravity with  slight resistance, 8 indicates full ROM 

against gravity with  mild resistance, 9 indicates full ROM against gravity with moderate 

resistance , 10 indicates full ROM against gravity with almost full resistance , 11 indicates 

normal ROM with maximal resistance 

3.8 Data collection procedure  

 The study procedure was accompanied through evaluating the patient, early recording, 

treatment and ultimate recording. After screening the patient at department, the patients 

were assessed by qualified physiotherapist. Six sessions of treatment was provided for 
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every patients. Twenty patients were chosen for data collection according to the inclusion 

criteria. The researcher divided all participants into two groups and coded 

C1,C2,C3,C4,C5,C6,C7,C8,C9,C10 for control group and E1, E2, E3, E4, E5, 

E6,E7,E8,E9,E10  for experimental group. Experimental group received conventional 

physiotherapy with kinesiotape over knee joint and control group received only 

conventional physiotherapy.  Data was gathered through a pre-test, intervention and post-

test and the data was collected by using a written questionnaire form which is formatted by 

the researcher. Pretest was performed before beginning the treatment and the physical 

disability score, intensity of pain ROM of knee movements and the muscle power of 

hamstring, quadriceps, planter flexor and dorsi flexor was noted on questionnaire form. 

The same procedure was performed to take post-test at the end of six sessions of treatment. 

The researcher will collect the data from both experimental and control group being in front 

of the qualified physiotherapist in order to reduce the biasness. At the end of the study, 

specific test was performed for statistical analysis.   

 

3.9 Data analysis  

 

With the intention to confirm that the research have some values, the significance of 

composed data has to be accessible in ways that other research workers can understand the 

study.  On the other hand the researcher has to make sense of the results. Here, in this 

research the result came from an experiment, data analysis was done with statistical 

analysis for maintaining the participant’s confidentiality, all participants were coded 

according to group. All subjects of both experimental and control groups score their 

physical disability on WOMAC osteoarthritis index and pain intensity on pain numeric 

scale before starting the treatment and after completing the treatment. Reduction of 

physical disability and pain intensity for both groups is the difference between pre-test and 

post-test score. ROM on Goniometer and muscle power on Manual muscle testing   scale 

(MMTS) were measured and scored before starting treatment and after completing 

treatment by the researcher. In experimental studies with the different subject design where 

two groups are used and each group  tested in two different conditions and the data is 
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interval or ratio should be analyzed  by  Mann-Whitney ‘U’ test and Wilcoxon signed rank 

test  in case of non-parametric test (Hicks, 2009).    

  

It was an experimental study  and had unequaled groups of different subjects, who was 

randomly allocated to conventional physiotherapy with kinesiotape over knee joint and 

only conventional physiotherapy group and the measurement of the outcome came from 

collecting WOMAC score, pain score, ROM score and Manual muscle testing score with 

considering the  interval or the ratio data Nonparametric Mann-Whitney ‘U’ test is used to    

calculate the level of significance of WOMAC score, pain score, ROM score and Manual 

muscle testing score after receiving six sessions of treatment for both experimental and 

control group. When calculating the Mann-Whitney U test, we find the value called U 

which we then look up in the probability tables associated with the Mann-Whitney U test 

to find out whether the U value represents a significant difference between the results from 

the two groups. In addition, Wilcoxon signed rank test  was used to assess the the level of 

significance of WOMAC score, pain score, ROM score and Manual muscle testing score 

after receiving six sessions of treatment of within groups (Hicks, 2009).   

 

3.10 Hypothesis test  

Mann Whitney U test  

Mann-Whitney U test is one kind of non-parametric test which simply compares the result 

that is measured from the each group to see if they differ significantly.  

Assumption  

i. All the observations from both experimental and control groups are 

independent of each other.  

ii. The responses are ordinal  

iii. Under the null hypothesis Ho, the distribution of both populations are 

similar.  
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Null and alternative hypothesis   

Null Hypothesis  

Ho: µ1-µ2 = 0 or µ1 ≥µ2, Here, The mean difference of the experimental group and control   

is not same or control group is higher than experimental group.  

  

Alternative Hypothesis   

Ha: µ1-µ2 ≠ 0 or µ1 ≠ µ2, Here, The mean difference of experimental and control group   is 

not same.  

  

Where,  

Ho = Null hypothesis  

Ha = Alternative hypothesis  

µ1 = mean difference in initial assessment  

 µ2 = mean difference in final assessment 

 

The formula of Mann-Whitney U-test:   

𝑈 =  𝑛1𝑛2+   
𝑛𝑥(𝑛𝑥+1)

2
 -𝑇𝑥  

  𝑛1= The number of the subjects in trail group  

 𝑛2= The number of the subject in control group  

 𝑛𝑥= The number of the subjects of the group with larger rank total  

 𝑇𝑥= The larger rank total   

 

Calculation of U value of post-test pain between groups   

Accordingly Mann Whitney U test formula here researcher need the value of   𝑇𝑥 that 

means researcher need the value of larger rank total in post-test pain in between group.so 

researcher found  𝑇𝑥 in this following way.  
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 Score of the participants in NPRS scale (Post –test) 

 

Experimental group Control group 

Subject 
NPRS  

Score   
Rank Subject 

NPRS 

 Score  
Rank 

E1 5 3 C1 5 1 

E2 6 3 C2 6 6.5 

E3 5 3 C3 4 11.5 

E4 4 6.5 C4 2 11.5 

E5 3 6.5 C5 5 11.5 

E6 3 6.5 C6 7 11.5 

E7 4 11.5 C7 6 17 

E8 6 11.5 C8 5 17 

E9 3 17 C9 6 17 

E10 4 17 C10 5 20 

Total 43 85.5 Total 51 124.5 

Mean 4.3 8.55  Mean 5.1 12.45  

 

Table-1: Score of the participants in NPRS scale (Post –test) 

Above this table researcher found larger rank total 𝑇𝑥, Calculated U test for posttest pain 

in between group according to the formula.  

  U=𝑛1𝑛2 +
𝑛

𝑥  
(𝑛

𝑥−1)

2
− 𝑇𝑥 

 

Where,  

𝑛1 =The number of subject in experimental group (10)  

𝑛2 =The number of subject in control group (10)  

𝑇𝑥  = The larger rank total (124.5)  

𝑛𝑥  = The number of subject in the group with large rank total (10) 

 𝑈= ?  
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So,  

   U=𝑛1𝑛2 +
𝑛

𝑥  
(𝑛

𝑥−1)

2
− 𝑇𝑥 

      =10×10+
10(10+1)

2
− 124.5 

     =100+
110

2
− 124.5 

     =100+55-124.5 

    =155-124.5 

    =30.5 

 

Level of Significant  

The researcher has used 5% level of significance to test the hypothesis. Calculated the 

value and compared with standard 𝑈 value .Null hypothesis will be rejected when observed 

𝑈 vale is smaller than the standard 𝑈value and alternative hypothesis is accepted   

In this way researcher had calculated nonparametric 𝑈 value and significant level for post- 

test pain between group and presented in the following tables. 

 

In this way researcher measure the U value of the variables of WOMAC scale, Numeric 

pain rating scale (NPRS), Range of motion (ROM) and Manual muscle testing scale 

(MMTS). 
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 The formula of Wilcoxon signed rank test:- 

 

Z=
𝑊𝑠−

𝑛(𝑛+1)

4

√
𝑛(𝑛+1)(2𝑛+1)

24

 

Here,      
n=Number of pairs where difference is not 0 

𝑊𝑠=Smallest of absolute values of the sum  

 

3.11 Level of significance 

The researcher calculated the “p” value with the aim to find out the significance of the 

study. This is known as the probability of the result for experimental study. Here, the word 

probability means the accuracy of the findings. In an experiment “p” value is called the 

level of significance. In health service research, “p” value less than or equal of 0.05 is 

accepted as significant result. 

 

Level of significance for two tailed hypothesis 

For “U” test 

 

𝑛1/𝑛2 0.20 0.10 0.05 0.02 0.01 

10 32 27 23 19 16 

 

Here, 

𝑛1/𝑛2 = Number of the participants (Experimental and Control) 

  

3.12 Ethical consideration 

The total procedure of this research project was completed by following the guidelines of 

Bangladesh Medical Research Council (BMRC) and World Health Organization (WHO). 

The proposal of the thesis paper including the methodology was offered to the Institutional 

Review Board (IRB).After that the proposal of the thesis paper including the methodology 
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was accepted and achieved permission from the concerned authority of ethical committee 

of Bangladesh Health Professions Institute (BHPI).Then before starting data collection 

procedure, researcher was attained permission from the concerned authorities ensuring the 

safety of the participants. The confidentiality regarding patient’s conditions and treatments   

was maintained strictly by the researcher. Researcher took written consent from every 

participants before starting data collection. Participants was informed that they are able to 

withdraw them and also have the rights to meet with other senior physiotherapist if they 

think that the treatment is not enough for them and the condition become worsen. Every   

patients had the chance to discuss their problems with the senior authority or administration 

of CRP and had any questioned answer to their satisfaction.   

 

3.13 Treatment protocols: 

 

3.13.1 Conventional treatment protocols: 

 

Patellar mobilization  3 minutes 

Isometric strengthening exercise 5 repetitions × 5 seconds hold×2 set 

Soft tissue release technique  3-5 minutes 

Stretching exercise  10  repetition 

Ice 7 minutes 

IRR  10 minutes  

UST 5 minutes 

Knee gaping 10  repetition 

Movement with mobilization  10 repetition  

Progressive strengthening exercise 10 repetition  

 

Table 02: Conventional treatment protocols 
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3.13.2 Experimental group treatment protocol:- 

Experimental group patients took kinesiotape over knee joint along with conventional 

treatment protocol. Patients kept kinesiotape on the knee joint for 24-48 hours in each 

sessions. 

 

3.13.3 Control group treatment protocol:- 

Control group patients took only conventional treatment protocols. 
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3.14 Characteristics and level of significance before and after intervention among 

different variables in between group and control group 

 

Table 03: Characteristics and level of significance before and after intervention 

among different variables in between group. 

 

No Variables  Observed  U 

value 

Observed  p 

value 

Significant/Not 

significant 

A) Variables of 

disability 

   

 A)Pain    

 1.Walking 50  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 2. Stair climbing  39.5  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 3. Nocturnal  46  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 4. Rest   38  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 5. Weight bearing  46.5  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 B)Stiffness     

 1. Morning 

stiffness  

38.5  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 2. Stiffness 

occurring later in 

the day  

41.5  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 C)Physical 

function 

   

 1. Descending 

stairs  

36  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 2. Ascending stairs   46  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 3. Rising from 

sitting   

31  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 4. Standing   48.5  <0.05=23 Not significant 
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 5. Bending to floor  41.5  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 6. Walking on flat 

surface   

38.5  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 7. Getting in/ out of 

car   

45  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 8. Going shopping   36.5  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 9. Putting on socks   35  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 10. Lying in bed   19  <0.05=23 Significant 

 11. Taking off 

socks   

29.5  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 12. Rising from 

bed  

40.5  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 13. Getting in/ out 

of bath   

38  <0.05=23 Not significant 

        

 14. Sitting   42  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 15.Getting on/ off 

toilet   

29  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 16. Heavy 

domestic duties   

49  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 17. Light domestic 

duties  

34  <0.05=23 Not significant 

B)  Variables of pain 30.5  <0.05=23 Not significant 

C) Variables of ROM     

 Knee Flexion  

(active)  

40  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 Knee Extension 

(active)  

45  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 Knee Flexion  

(Passive)  

50  <0.05=23 Not significant 
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 Knee Extension  

(Passive)  

50  <0.05=23 Not significant 

D) Variables of muscle       

power      
 

 Quadriceps  26.5  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 Hamstring  31  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 Dorsi flexor 

muscle  

35  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 Planter flexor  

muscle  

45  <0.05=23 Not significant 

E) Post WOMAC 

score 

34  <0.05=23 Not significant 

 

Table-03: Characteristics and level of significance before and after intervention among 

different variables in between group. 
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Table 04: Characteristics and level of significance before and after intervention 

among different variables among experimental group (Within group) 

   

No Variables   Observed Z 

value 

Observed  p value Significant/Not 

significant 

A) Variables of 

disability 

   

 A)Pain    

 1.Walking -2.53 0.01 Significant 

 2. Stair climbing  -173 0.08 Not significant 

 3. Nocturnal  -1.41 0.15 Not significant 

 4. Rest   -1.34 0.18 Not significant 

 5. Weight bearing  0 1 Not significant 

 B)Stiffness      

 1. Morning 

stiffness  

-2 0.04 Significant 

 2. Stiffness 

occurring later in 

the day  

-0.57 0.56 Not significant 

 C)Physical 

function 

     

 1.Descendingstairs  -2.53 0.01 Significant 

 2. Ascending stairs   -0.74 0.45 Not significant 

 3. Rising from 

sitting   

-1.26 0.20 Not significant 

 4. Standing   -1.89 0.05 Significant 

 5. Bending to floor  -0.70 0.48 Not significant 

 6. Walking on flat 

surface   

-2.23 0.02 Significant 
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 7. Getting in/ out of 

car   

-1.66 0.09 Not significant 

 8. Going shopping   -1.93 0.05 Significant 

 9. Putting on socks   -2.25 0.02 Significant 

 10. Lying in bed   -1.84 0.06 Not significant 

 11. Taking off 

socks   

-2.25 0.02 Significant 

 12. Rising from 

bed  

0 1 Not significant 

 13. Getting in/ out 

of bath   

-1.51 0.12 Not significant 

 14. Sitting   -2.40 0.01 Significant 

 15.Getting on/ off 

toilet   

-1.89 0.05 Significant 

 16. Heavy 

domestic duties   

-0.57 0.56 Not significant 

 17. Light domestic 

duties  

-1.41 0.15 Not significant 

B)  Variables of pain -2.15 0.03 Significant 

C) Variables of ROM      

 Knee Flexion  

(active)  

-1.41 0.15 Not significant 

 Knee Extension 

(active)  

-1.41 0.15 Not significant 

 Knee Flexion  

(Passive)  

-1 0.31 Not significant 

 Knee Extension  

(Passive)  

0 1 Not significant 

D) Variablesof muscle  

power 
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 Quadriceps  -1.89 0.05 Significant 

 Hamstring  -2.46 0.01 Significant 

 Dorsi flexor 

muscle  

-0.57 0.56 Not significant 

 Planter flexor  

muscle  

-1.41 0.15 Not significant 

E) Post-WOMAC 

score 

-2.70 0.007 Significant 

 

Table-04: Characteristics and level of significance before and after intervention among 

different variables among experimental group (Within group) 
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Table 05: Characteristics and level of significance before and after intervention 

among different variables among control group (Within group) 

 

No Variables   Observed Z 

value 

Observed  p value Significant/Not 

significant 

A) Variables of disability   

 A)Pain    

 1.Walking -1.47 0.15 Not significant 

 2. Stair climbing  -0.27 0.78 Not significant 

 3. Nocturnal  -2.81 0.005 Significant 

 4. Rest   -2.12 0.03 Significant 

 5. Weight bearing  -1 0.31 Not significant 

 B)Stiffness      

 1. Morning 

stiffness  

-2.64 0.008 Significant 

 2. Stiffness 

occurring later in 

the day  

-2.64 0.008 Significant 

 C)Physical 

function 

     

 1.Descending 

stairs  

-2.12 0.03 Significant 

 2. Ascending stairs   0 1 Not significant 

 3. Rising from 

sitting   

2 0.04 Significant 

 4. standing   -2.07 0.03 Significant 

 5. Bending to floor  -1 0.31 Not significant 

 6. Walking on flat 

surface   

-1.89 0.05 Significant 
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 7. Getting in/ out of 

car   

-2.12 0.03 Significant 

 8. Going shopping   -2.12 0.03 Significant 

 9. Putting on socks   -2.73 0.006 Significant 

 10. Lying in bed   -1.99 0.04 Significant 

 11. Taking off 

socks   

-2.04 0.04 Significant 

 12. Rising from 

bed  

-1 0.31 Not significant 

 13. Getting in/ out 

of bath   

-2.42 0.01 Significant 

 14. Sitting   -2.42 0.01 Significant 

 15.Getting on/ off 

toilet   

-1.34 0.18 Not significant 

 16. Heavy 

domestic duties   

0 1 Not significant 

 17. Light domestic 

duties  

-1.54 0.12 Not significant 

B)  Variables of pain -2.54 0.01 Significant 

C) Variables of ROM      

 Knee Flexion  

(active)  

-2.82 0.005  Significant 

 Knee Extension 

(active)  

-1.73 0.08 Not significant 

 Knee Flexion  

(Passive)  

-1.41 0.15 Not significant 

 Knee Extension  

(Passive)  

0 1 Not significant 
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D) Variables of 

muscle  

     

 power      

 Quadriceps  -2.58 0.01 Significant 

 Hamstring  -2.64 0.008 Significant 

 Dorsi flexor 

muscle  

-2.33 0.02 Significant 

 Planter flexor  

muscle  

-2.53 0.011 Significant 

E) Post WOMAC 

score 

-2.80 0.005 Significant 

 

 

Table-05: Characteristics and level of significance before and after intervention among 

different variables among control group (Within group) 
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3.15 Intervention 

 

The MKT kinesiotape was used in the experimental group. Before applying the Kinesiotape, 

physiotherapist checked the contraindication and then applied the tape carefully. The tape 

was placed on the quadriceps muscle with giving maximum stretch. Patient was on supine 

lying with hip and knee 60 degree flexion of the affected side. The tape was applied from 

origin to insertion in order to stimulate the sensory mechanoreceptor.They also produce 

facilitatory and inhibitory effect on quadriceps muscle specially vastus medialis and vastus 

lateralis muscle. Physiotherapist applied 25%-50% stress on central position and another 

two side was stress free. One band was applied through the knee join line below the lower 

border of the patella and the another two band was applied on vastus medialis to shine of 

tibia (Tibial tuberosity) and shine of tibia (Tibial tuberosity) to vastus lateralis (Kenzo et 

al.,2003). 
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CHAPTER-IV                                                                                                RESULTS 

 

In this study, total 20 patients who have knee osteoarthritis were selected as sample from 

the Musculoskeletal outpatient unit of Center for Rehabilitation of Paralyzed(CRP),Savar 

,Dhaka to measure the effectiveness of kinesiotape over knee joint  with conventional 

physiotherapy  versus only conventional physiotherapy in patients with knee Osteoarthritis. 

 

4.1. Comparison of baseline characteristic of the patients 

Variable(S) Experimental  

group 

Control group 

Age, mean (SD), years 57.70 (±13.53) 46.90 (±13.18) 

Gender (%) Male=08 (80) 

Female=02 (20) 

Male=03 (30) 

Female=07 (70) 

Area (%) Urban=04 (40) 

Rural=06 (60) 

Urban=07 (70) 

Rural=03 (30) 

Education (%) Illiterate=1 (10) 

Primary=4 (40) 

Secondary=4 (40) 

Under graduate=1 (10) 

Post graduate=0 (0) 

 

Illiterate=2 (20) 

Primary=1 (10) 

Secondary=4 (40) 

Under graduate=2 (20) 

Post graduate=1 (10) 

 

Weight (kg), mean (SD) 69.30 (± 9.95)   60.80 (±6.79) 

Height (cm), mean (SD) 163.70 (±6.56) 158.20 (±4.07) 

BMI (kg/m2), SD 25.86 (±3.61) 24.27 (±2.44) 

Dominant Hand (%) Right=9 (90) 

Left=1(10) 

 Right=9 (90) 

Left=1 (10) 

  

Affected side (%)  Right=4 (40) 

Left=3 (30) 

 Right=5 (50) 

Left=3 (30) 
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Both=3 (30) Both=2 (20) 

Occupation (%) Farmer=3 (30) 

Housewife=1 (10) 

Business=1 (10) 

Employee=3 (30) 

Retired person=2 (20) 

Farmer=1 (10) 

Housewife=6 (60) 

Business=1 (10) 

Employee=1 (10) 

Retired person=1 (10) 

 

Table 06:- Baseline characteristic of the patients 

 

Table compares the baseline characteristics of the patients between experimental and 

control group. In experimental group, the mean age (± SD) of the Patients was 57.70 

(±13.53) years and in control group 46.90 (±13.18 ) years. In experimental group, male and 

female patients percentage were 80% and 20% on the other hand in control group, male 

and female patients percentage were 30% and 70%. The male - female ratio in experimental 

and control group were 4:1 and 1:2.33. 60 % patients lived in rural area and 40% patients 

lived in urban area in experimental group conversely 70% patients lived in urban area and 

30% patients lived in rural area in control group. In experimental group, patient’s 

educational categories were illiterate 10%, primary 40%, secondary 40%, under graduate 

10% and post graduate nil (0%) and in control group patients categories were illiterate 

20%, primary 10%, secondary 40%, under graduate 20% and post graduate 10%. The mean 

body weight of experimental group was 69.30 (± 9.95) kg and on the other hand, the mean 

weight of control group was 60.80 (±6.79) kg. The mean height of experimental group was 

163.70 (±6.56) cm and in control group mean height was 158.20 (±4.07) cm. The mean 

BMI of experimental group was 25.86 ±3.61) kg/m2 and in control group mean BMI was 

24.27 (±2.44) kg/𝑚2. Both in experimental group and control group 90% patients was right 

handed and only 10% patients patient is left handed. In experimental group, 40% patient’s 

right knee joint, 30 % patients left knee joint and 30% patient’s both knee joint is affected. 

On the other hand, in control group, 50% patient’s right knee joint, 30% patients left knee 

joint and 20% patient’s both knee joint were affected. In experimental group, 30% patients  

were farmer, 10% patients were housewife, 10% patients were business man, 30% 

employee and 20% patients were retired from their work. Conversely, In control group, 
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10% patients were farmer, 60% patients were housewife, 10% patients were business man, 

10%  patients were employee and 10% patients were retired from their work. 

4.2 Age range of the patients: 

Age range Number 

28-37 years 4 

38-47 years 5 

48-57 years 5 

58-67 years 2 

68-77 years 4 

 

Table 07:-Age range of the patients 

Five (n=5)  patients   were in both “38-47” and “48-57” years of age groups, followed by  

four patients  (n=4) were in “28-37” and “68-77” years, two patients (n=2) were in “58-

67” years of age group. 

     

                                                          

 

Figure -02: Age range of the patients 
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4.3 Gender distribution among the patients 

 

Figure-03: Gender distribution among the patients 

Figure 3 described that among the 20 participants, 11 (55%) participants were male and 9 

(45%) participants were female. 

4.4 Living area among   the patient 

 

Figure-04: Living area among   the patient 

Figure 4 described that among the 20 participants, 11 (55%) participants were from urban 

area and 9(45%) participants were from rural area. 
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4.5 Education among the patients  

 

 

 

Figure-05: Education among the patients 

 

Figure -05 described that among all the patients (n=20),   In experimental group (n=10), 

patient’s educational categories are illiterate 1(10%), primary 4(40%), secondary 4( 40%) 

and  under graduate 1(10%). In control group patients categories are illiterate 2(20%), 

primary 1 (10%), secondary 4(40%), under graduate 2(20%) and post graduate 1 (10%). 
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4.6 Body Mass Index (BMI ) 

 

 

 

 

Figure-06:BMI among the patients 

 

Figure 06 showed that among 10 participants in the experimental group, no participant 

(0%) was underweight, 5 (50%) in normal weight, 4 (40%) in overweight and 1 (10%) was 

obese.  On the other hand, among 14 participants in the control group, no participant (0%) 

was underweight, 5 (50%) was in normal weight, 5 (50%) were in overweight and there 

was no patient in obese. 
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1.7 Dominant hand 

 

 

 

Figure-07: Dominant Hand among the patient 

 

 

Figure 07 narrated that among 10 patients  in the experimental group  9( 90%)  were 

right hand dominant and 1 ( 10%) was left hand dominant .  Similarly, in the control group 

among 10 patients ,9  (90%) were right hand dominant and 1(10%) was left hand dominant.    
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4.8 Affected side 

 

 

 

Figure-08:-Affected side among the patients 

 

Figure 08 demonstrated that among 10 patients in the experimental group 4(40%) right  

knee joint, 3(30%) left  knee joint and 3 (30%) patients both knee joint was affected. On 

the other hand, in control group among 10 patients, 5 (50%) right knee joint, 3(30%) left 

knee joint and 2 (20%) patients both knee joint was affected. 
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4.9 Occupation 

 

 

 

Figure-9: Occupation of the patients 

 

Figure 09 showed that among 10 patients in the experimental group, 3(30%) farmer, 

1(10%) housewife, 1(10%) businessman, 3(30%) employee, 2(20%) are retired person. 

Conversely, In control group, 1(10%) farmer, 6(60%) housewife, 1(10%) businessman 

1(10%), employee and 1(10%) patient is retired person. 
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4.10 Statistical difference of disability in experimental group 

 

 

Figure-10: Reduction of physical disability in experimental group 

 

Figure 10 demonstrated that among 10 patients in experimental group 9 patient’s disability 

score reduced and only 1 patient’s disability score increased. The average pretest score was 

47.6 and average post test score was 36.8. So the mean difference was 10.8. 
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 4.11 Statistical difference of disability in control group 

 

Figure-11: Reduction of physical disability in control group 

 

Figure 11 showed that among 10 patients in control group 10 patient’s disability score 

reduced. The average pretest score was 51.6 and average post test score was 44. So, the 

mean difference was 7.6 
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4.12 Statistical difference of pain in experimental group 

 

Figure-12: Reduction of pain in experimental group 

Figure 12 demonstrated that among 10 patients in experimental group, 7 patient’s pain 

intensity score reduced, 1 patient’s pain intensity score increased and 2 patient’s pain 

intensity score unchanged. The average pretest score was 5.5 and average post test score 

was 4.3. The mean difference of pretest and post test score was 1.2. 
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4.13 Statistical difference of pain in control group 

 

Figure-13: Reduction of pain in control group  

Figure 13 described that among 10 patients in control group, 8 patient’s pain intensity 

score reduced and 2 patient’s pain intensity score unchanged. The average pretest score 

was 6.6 and average post test score was 5.1.The mean difference of pretest and post test 

score was 1.5. 
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4.14 Statistical progression of range of motion in experimental group (Active knee 

flexion) 

 

Figure-14:- Range of motion in experimental group (Active knee flexion) 

 

Figure 14 demonstrated that among 10 patients in experimental group 2 patient’s ROM in 

active knee flexion  increased and 8 patient’s ROM in active knee flexion  unchanged. 
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4.15 Statistical progression of range of motion in control group (Active knee flexion) 

 

Figure-15:- Range of motion in control group (Active knee flexion) 

Figure 15 showed that among 10 patients in control group, 8 patient’s ROM in active 

knee flexion increased and 2 patient’s ROM in active knee flexion unchanged. 
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4.16 Statistical progression of range of motion in experimental group (Active knee 

extension) 

 

 

Figure-16: Range of motion in experimental group (Active knee extension) 

Figure 16 demonstrated that among 10 patients in experimental group, 6 patient’s had full 

ROM in active knee extension, 2 patient’s ROM increased and 2 patient’s ROM 

unchanged. 
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4.17 Statistical progression of range of motion in control group (Active knee 

extension) 

 

Figure-17: Range of motion in control group (Active knee extension) 

Figure 17 stated that among 10 patients in control group 6 patient’s had full ROM in active 

knee extension, 3 patient’s ROM increased and 1 patient’s ROM unchanged. 
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4.18 Statistical progression of range of motion in experimental group (Passive knee 

flexion) 

 

Figure 18:   Range of motion in experimental group (Passive knee flexion) 

Figure 18 described that among 10 patients in experimental group,7 patient’s had full ROM 

in passive knee flexion, 1 patient’s ROM increased and 1 Patient’s ROM unchanged.  
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4.19 Statistical progression of range of motion in control   group (Passive knee flexion) 

 

Figure 19: Range of motion in control   group (Passive knee flexion) 

Figure 19 described that among 10 patients in control group, 8 patient’s had full ROM in 

passive knee flexion and 2 patient’s ROM increased. 
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4.20 Statistical progression of range of motion in experimental group (Passive knee 

extension) 

 

Figure 20:   Range of motion in experimental group (Passive knee extension) 

Figure 20 stated that among 10 patients in experimental, 9 patient’s had full ROM in 

passive knee extension and 1 Patient’s ROM unchanged. 
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4.21 Statistical progression of range of motion in control group (Passive knee 

extension) 

 

Figure 21: Range of motion in control group (Passive knee extension) 

Figure 21 demonstrated that among 10 patients in control group, 9 patient’s had full ROM 

in passive knee extension and 1 Patient’s ROM unchanged. 
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4.22 Statistical progression of muscle power in experimental group (Quadriceps 

muscle) 

 

Figure 22: Muscle power in experimental group (Quadriceps muscle) 

Figure 22 described that among 10 patients in experimental group 4 patient’s quadriceps 

muscle power increased and 6 patients muscle power unchanged. 
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4.23 Statistical progression of muscle power in control group (Quadriceps muscle) 

 

Figure 23: Muscle power in control group (Quadriceps muscle) 

Figure 23 stated that among 10 patients in control group 8 patient’s quadriceps muscle 

power increased and 2 patients muscle power unchanged. 
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4.24 Statistical progression of muscle power in experimental group (Hamstring 

muscle) 

 

Figure 24: Muscle power in experimental group (Hamstring muscle) 

Figure 24 described that among 10 patients in experimental group 7 patient’s hamstring 

muscle power increased and 3 patients muscle power unchanged. 
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4.25 Statistical progression of muscle power in control group (Hamstring muscle) 

 

Figure 25: Muscle power in control group (Hamstring muscle) 

Figure 25 stated among 10 patients in group 8 patient’s hamstring muscle power increased 

and 2 patients muscle power unchanged. 
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4.26 Statistical progression of muscle power in experimental group (Dorsiflexor 

muscle) 

 

Figure 26: Muscle power in experimental group (Dorsiflexor muscle) 

Figure 26 described that among 10 patients in experimental group 2 patient’s  dorsiflexor 

muscle power increased, 1 patient’s muscle power decreased and 7 patients muscle power 

unchanged. 
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4.27 Statistical progression of muscle power in control group (Dorsiflexor muscle) 

 

Figure 27: Muscle power in control group (Dorsiflexor muscle) 

Figure 27 stated that among 10 patients in control group 5 patient’s dorsiflexor muscle 

power increased and 5 patients muscle power unchanged. 
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4.28 Statistical progression of muscle power in experimental group (Planter flexor 

muscle) 

 

Figure 28: Muscle power in experimental group (Planter flexor muscle) 

Figure 28 described that among 10 patients in experimental group 2 patient’s 

planterflexor muscle power increased and 8 patients muscle power unchanged. 
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4.29 Statistical progression of muscle power in control group (Planter flexor muscle) 

 

Figure 29: Muscle power in control group (Planter flexor muscle) 

Figure 29 stated that among 10 patients in control group 7 patient’s planterflexor muscle 

power increased and 3 patients muscle power unchanged. 
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4.29 Physical disability, Pain, Range of Motion (ROM) and Muscle power related 

information. 

4.29.1 Comparison of physical disability 

According to the tabularized data, it was found that physical disability reduction score on 

the Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Arthritis Index (WOMAC) in 

experimental group was statistically significant in lying in bed. Here, the observed “U” 

value of lying in bed was 19 and “p” value was 0.007  .The observed “U” value of lying in 

bed  in between groups was less than the table value (U=23). In this case null hypothesis 

was rejected and alternative hypothesis was accepted at 5% level of significance. The rest 

of the variables in the Western Ontario and McMaster Universities Arthritis Index 

(WOMAC) in experimental group was not significant where the observed “U” value of 

pain in walking  was 50.00 and “p” value was 1.00, the observed “U” value of pain in stair 

climbing  was 39.50 and “p” value was 0.39, the observed “U” value of pain in nocturnal  

was 46.00and “p” value was 0.73, the observed “U” value of pain in rest  was 38.00 and 

“p” value was0.34, the observed “U” value of pain in weight bearing  was 46.50 and “p” 

value was 0.75, the observed “U” value of morning stiffness  was 38.50 and “p” value was 

0.31, the observed “U” value of stiffness occurring later in the day  was 41.50 and “p” 

value was 0.42, the observed “U” value of  descending stairs was 36.00 and “p” value was 

0.34, the observed “U” value of  ascending stairs  was 46.00 and “p” value was 0.73, the 

observed “U” value of rising from sitting  was 31.00 and “p” value was 0.101, the observed 

“U” value of  standing was 48.50 and “p” value was 0.90, the observed “U” value of 

bending to floor  was 41.50 and “p” value was 0.35, the observed “U” value of  walking 

on flat surface  was 38.50 and “p” value was 0.34, the observed “U” value of  getting in/out 

of car was 45.00 and “p” value was 0.65, the observed “U” value of going shopping  was 

36.50 and “p” value was 0..28, the observed “U” value of putting on socks  was 35.00 and 

“p” value was 0.13, the observed “U” value of  rising from bed was 40.50 and “p” value 

was 0.42, the observed “U” value of getting in/out of bath  was 38.00 and “p” value was 

0.31, the observed “U” value of  sitting was 42.00  and “p” value was 0.48, the observed 

“U” value of getting on/off toilet  was 29 and “p” value was 0.06, the observed “U” value 

of  heavy domestic duties was 49.00 and “p” value was 0.93, the observed “U” value of  
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light domestic duties  was 34.00 and “p” value was 0.16.All these cases, the observed “U” 

value in between groups are more than the table values (U=23). So, in these cases the null 

hypothesis is accepted and the alternative hypothesis is rejected at 5% level of significance. 

In general the observed “U” value of the Western Ontario and McMaster Universities 

Arthritis Index (WOMAC) score in experimental group was 34.00 and the “p” value was 

0.22. Here, the observed “U” value is greater than the table value (U=23). So, the null 

hypothesis is accepted and alternative hypothesis is rejected. 

 

4.29.2 Comparison of pain intensity level 

In comparison of pain intensity level, it was found that pain reduction score on the 

Numerical Pain Rating Scale (NPRS) in experimental group was not significant. Here, the 

observed “U” value was 30.50 and “p” value was 0.13. The observed “U” value in between 

group was slightly more than the standard table value (U=23.00). So, null hypothesis was 

accepted and alternative hypothesis was rejected at 5% level of significance. 

4.29.3 Comparison of range of motion  

In comparison of range of motion, it was found that range of motion improvement in 

experimental group was not significant. Here, the observed value “U” of active knee 

flexion was 40.00 and the “p” value was 0.34, the observed value “U” of active knee 

extension was 45.00 and the “p” value was 0.54, the observed value “U” of passive knee 

flexion was 50.00 and the “p” value was 1.00, the observed value “U” of   passive knee 

extension was 50.00 and the “p” value was 1.00.   All of the observed “U” value in between 

group was more than the table value (U=23). So, null hypothesis was accepted and 

alternative hypothesis was rejected at 5% level of significance. 
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4.29.4 Comparison of muscle power  

In comparison of muscle power, it was found that range of motion improvement in 

experimental group was not significant in any muscles. Here, the observed value “U” of 

quadriceps muscle was 26.5 and the “p” value was 0.05, the observed value “U” of 

hamstring muscle was 31 and the “p” value was 0.10, the observed value “U” of  dorsiflexor 

muscle was 35 and the “p” value was 0.17, the observed value “U” of  planter flexor muscle 

was 45 and the “p” value was 0.31. Here, the observed “U” value of quadriceps, hamstring,  

dorsiflexor and planter flexor muscle was more than the table value (U=23). So, in these 

cases null hypothesis is accepted and alternative hypothesis is rejected at 5% level of 

significance. 

4.29.5 Patient rated general physical disability within the experimental group 

The pre-test and post -test Western Ontario and McMaster University Osteoarthritis Index 

(WOMAC) score was assessed to determine the improvement of the condition of physical 

disability. The experimental group is statically significant in pain in walking(Z=-2.53, 

p=0.01), morning stiffness (Z=-2, p=0.04), descending stairs (Z=-2.53, p=0.01), standing 

(Z=-1.89, p=0.05), walking on flat surface (Z=-2.23, p=0.02), going shopping (Z=-1.93, 

p=0.05), putting on socks (Z=-2.25, p=0.02), taking off socks (Z=-2.25, p=0.02), sitting 

(Z=-2.40, p=0.01), getting on/off toilet (Z=-1.89, p=0.05) 

  

4.29.5 Patient rated general physical disability within the control group 

The pre-test and post -test Western Ontario and McMaster University Osteoarthritis Index 

(WOMAC) score was assessed to determine the improvement of the condition of physical 

disability. The control group was significant in pain in nocturnal (Z=-2.81, p=0.005), pain 

in rest (Z=-2.12, p=0.03), morning stiffness(Z=-2.64, p=0.008), Stiffness occurring later in 

the day (Z=-2.64, p=0.008) , Descending stairs (Z=-2.12, p=0.03), Rising from sitting(Z=2, 

p=0.04), standing  (Z=-2.07, p=0.03), Walking on flat surface (Z=-1.89, p=0.05) , Getting 

in/ out of car  (Z=-2.12, p=0.03), Going shopping  (Z=-2.12, p=0.03), Putting on socks  
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(Z=-2.73, p=0.006),  Lying in bed  (Z=-1.99, p=0.04), Taking off socks (Z=-2.04, p=0.041),   

Getting in/ out of bath (Z= -2.42, p=0.01), Sitting  (Z=-2.42, p=0.01). 

4.29.6 Patient rated general pain within the experimental group 

The pre and post-test NPRS score was assessed to measure the level of pain .In 

experimental group, Z value was -2.15 and p value was 0.03. So, it is significant. 

  4.29.7 Patient rated general pain within the control group 

The pre and post-test NPRS score was assessed to measure the level of pain. In control 

group, Z value was -2.54 and p value was 0.001. So, it is significant. 

4.29.8 Patient rated range of motion within the experimental group 

The pre-test and post test range of motion was measured to evaluate the progression of 

range of motion. In experimental group, the z value and p value of active knee flexion was 

z=-1.41 and p=0.015, the z value and p value of active knee extension was z= -1.41 and 

p=0.15, the z value and p value of passive knee flexion was z= -1 and p=0.31, the z value 

and p value of passive knee extension was z=0 and p=1. All of these values were not 

significant. All “p” values were more than 0.05. 

4.29.9 Patient rated range of motion within the control group 

The pre-test and post test range of motion was measured to evaluate the progression of 

range of motion. In control group, the z value and p value of active knee flexion was z=-

2.82 and p=0.005, the z value and p value of active knee extension was z= -1.73 and p=0.08, 

the z value and p value of passive knee flexion was z= - 1.41 and p=0.15, the z value and 

p value of passive knee extension was z= 0 and p=1 . Here, only active knee flexion showed 

significance (p <0.05).The rest of the movement did not show significance and all these p 

values were more than 0.05. 
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4.29.10 Patient rated muscle power within the experimental group   

The pre -test and post -test manual muscle testing score was assessed to measure the 

improvement of muscle power. In experimental group, he z value and p value of quadriceps 

muscle was z= -1.89 and p=0.05, the z value and p value of hamstring muscle was z= -2.46 

and p= 0.01, the z value and p value of dorsiflexor muscle was z= - 0.57 and p=0.56, the z 

value and p value of planter flexor muscle was z=-1.41 and p=0.15. Here, quadriceps and 

hamstring muscles showed significance. 

 4.29.11 Patient rated muscle power within the control group   

The pre -test and post -test manual muscle testing score was assessed to measure the 

improvement of muscle power. In control group, the z value and p value of quadriceps 

muscle was z=-2.58 and p=0.01, the z value and p value of hamstring muscle was z= -2.64 

and p=0.008, the z value and p value of dorsi flexor muscle was z=-2.33 and p=0.02, the z 

value and p value of planter flexor muscle was z=-2.53 and p= 0.001. Here, all four muscles 

showed significance. All the p values were less than 0.05. 
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CHAPTER –V                                                                                     DISCUSSION 

 

 

The study was signposted a process that could be continuing to launch the result. Here the 

objective of this study could be succeeded if the researcher could show effective support. 

In this study the aim was to assess the effectiveness of kinesiotape over knee joint in knee 

osteoarthritis patients with traditional conventional physiotherapy compare to only 

traditional conventional physiotherapy for knee osteoarthritis patients. 

 

 In this investigational study 20 patients were registered and 10 patients were allotted to 

control group who received only conventional physiotherapy. The rest of 10 patients were 

given to experimental group who received kinesiotape over knee joint in knee osteoarthritis 

patients along with conventional physiotherapy. Each group joined for 6 sessions of 

treatment within three weeks in the Physiotherapy outpatient unit of CRP, Savar in order 

to exhibit the improvement and this is based on Tripathi & Hande, (2017) study. 

 

The outcome was measured by using Western Ontario & McMaster Universities 

Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC)  score  for measuring the level of pain, stiffness and 

functional activities in several functional positions, Numeric Pain Rating Scale (NPRS) for 

evaluating pain intensity level, goniometer for assessing  range of motion  and manual 

muscle testing scale for measuring muscle power. 

  

The male female ratio between 20 patients was 11:9   where 55% (n=11) were male and 

45% (n=9) were female. Among them, In Control Group 30% (n=3) were male and 70% 

(n=7) were female and in Experimental Group 80% (n=8) were male and 20% (n=2) were 

female.   

 

In this study, the mean age of experimental group was 57.7 years and the mean age of   

control group was 46.9 years.   
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Sarallahi et al., (2016) found in his study that average age in both in KT group and control 

group was 55.63 years; average height in KT and control group was 161.68 cm and 157.68 

cm; average weight in KT and control group was 59 kg and 61 kg.  

 

The analysis of significance was measured by using non parametric Mann-Whitney U test 

to compare the effectiveness of kinesiotape over knee joint along with conventional 

physiotherapy compared with only conventional physiotherapy for the management of 

osteoarthritis.  

 

 In pain intensity level, the researcher found improvement of pain. To measure the pain 

intensity level, researcher use numerical pain rating scale in pre-test and post-test 

intervention. The researcher found “p”=0.03 in experimental group on NPRS. In 

Experimental group, the pre and post-test mean on NPRS was 5.50 and 4.30. Here the mean 

difference was 1.2. The researcher found “p”=0.01 in control group on NPRS. In control 

group, the pre and post-test mean on NPRS was 6.60 and 5.10. In this case, mean difference 

is 1.5. Here, pain reduction level in experimental group is slightly less than control group. 

 

In physical disability measurement, the mean pre and post WOMAC score in experimental 

group was 47.60 and 36.80 as well as mean difference was 10.8. In control group the mean 

pre and post WOMAC score was 58.80 and 44.00. Here mean difference was 14.8. 

Researcher found that physical disability reduces less in experimental group than the 

control group. 

 

In range of motion measurement, in experimental group the post “p” value of active and 

passive knee flexion (p=0.15; p=0.35), active and passive knee extension (p=0.15; p=1.00) 

was not significant. Here, all “p” value was more than 0.05. In control group, post active 

knee flexion showed significant value (p=0.005) and passive knee flexion (p=0.15), active 

and passive knee extension (p=0.08; p=1.00) was not significant. 

 

In muscle power measurement, manual muscle testing scale was used. In experimental 

group, the “p” value of post quadriceps muscle, hamstring muscle   was “p”=0.05 and 
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“p”=0.01 and it was significant but the post “p” value of dorsiflexor and planter flexor 

(“p”=0.56, “p”=0.15) was not significant. In control group, the post “p” value of 

quadriceps, hamstring, dorsiflexor and planter flexor (“p”=0.01, “p”=0.01, “p”=0.02 and 

“p”=0.01) was significant. 

Conventional therapy is effective in knee OA but Kinesiotaping and conventional therapy 

is more effective in decreasing the osteoarthritis knee pain (Tripathi & Hande, 2017). 

Kinesiotape has a small beneficial effect on strength and active range of motion (Williams 

et al., 2011).Kocyigit et al., (2015) stated that Kinesiotaping is effective as adjunct therapy 

in the management of knee OA patients for activity and nocturnal pain control. Rahlf, 

Braumann & Zech, (2018) did not find the significant effect of kinesiotape in standing 

balance of knee osteoarthritis while there were no changes in knee extensor strength, 

walking speed and knee range of motion. 

Quadriceps kinesiotape improves knee joint proprioception in knee osteoarthritis but does 

not cause significant changes in pain and functional ability (Sarallahi et al., 2016). 

Saswadkar et al., (2016) stated that facilitatory kinesiotape on vastus medialis muscle 

improves spatio-temporal gait parameters but has no effects on strength and functional 

enhancements in knee osteoarthritis patients. Facilitatory KT did not improve muscle 

activity and inhibitory KT did not reduce muscle activity (Cai et al., 2015). 

 

The result of the present study showed that the 6 session treatment brought less significant 

reduction in knee pain, improvement in function, range of motion and muscle power both 

the experimental group and control group. But the reduction in pain, improvement in 

function in the experimental group is less significant than control group, in range of motion 

both experimental and control group did not show significant improvement but in muscles 

power control group showed more significance than the experimental group. 
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LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY 

The study was accompanied with 20 patients of knee osteoarthritis. There were 10 patients 

in each group .It was a small size of samples in both groups and was not sufficient for the 

study to generalize the findings to the huge population of knee osteoarthritis. .As well as, 

the researcher did not get enough time for such a good study and this is the main limitations 

of the study. There was less amount of knee osteoarthritis patients so why researcher took 

a large age range of the patients. The patients did not take the treatment continuously. In 

some treatment sessions, KT was not applied due to excessive swelling of the knee joint. 

Actually, the treatment  of knee osteoarthritis is done for a prolong period of time and it 

takes more time to come round and sometimes it is impossible to cure fully due to the 

severe conditions of the osteoarthritis in which case surgery is mandatory. 

 

 Here, physiotherapists could not be blinded to the interventions properly. This research 

was done in CRP, Savar which is not a big area, so it was quite tough to keep the 

confidentiality of the study for blinding procedure.  

 

Therefore, single blinding method was used in this study. There are a few literatures about 

the effectiveness of kinesiotape in knee OA patients in the perspective of Bangladesh so it 

was quite difficult to compare the study with the other research. 
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CHAPTER-VI                                    CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

 

6.1. CONCLUSION 

The result of the study acknowledged that the effectiveness of kinesiotape over knee joint 

along with conventional physiotherapy was not better than only conventional 

physiotherapy for the patients of knee osteoarthritis in reducing physical disability of 

WOMAC score and pain intensity. Kinesiotape over knee joint in knee osteoarthritis was 

not effective in improvement of range of motion and in increasing muscle power. Hence, 

only conventional physiotherapy showed more effectiveness in increasing muscle power 

than kinesiotape over knee joint along with conventional physiotherapy. Kinesiotape has 

role in instable knee joint as supportive treatment. 

 There were some variables in experimental group which were significant in between and 

within group analysis but the number of the significant variables were less than the 

significant variables in control group in between and within group analysis. So, it is not 

necessary to use Kinesiotape in knee osteoarthritis but it may be helpful during activities 

as a protective regimen and to reduce the risk of further damage of the structure. It also 

reduces the characteristics of knee osteoarthritis. It is helpful in rehabilitation of knee 

osteoarthritis. 
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6.2. RECOMMENDATION 

 

The researcher delivered only 6 sessions of treatment to both groups and measured physical 

disability, pain intensity level, range of motion and muscle power. Here, the researcher was 

unable to estimate the long term effect due to lack of time. If the treatment could be 

continued for more sessions it could estimate the long term effect.   

Here, the researcher had collected only 10 patients in each group and it is very small in 

number to comprehensive the result. So, it is also recommended to increase the number of 

participants for further studies. In this study, treatment was given by different 

physiotherapist, so it is recommended to treat the patients by single physiotherapist to 

provide better treatment. 
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Appendix -I 

 

CONSENT FORM (ENGLISH) 

Title: Effectiveness of Kinesiotape over Knee Joint in Knee Osteoarthritis Patients. 

Assalamualaikum / Namashker, 

I am Md.Zahid hasan, the final year B.Sc. (Hon’s) in physiotherapy student of Bangladesh 

Health Professions Institute (BHPI) under Medicine  faculty  of University of Dhaka .To 

obtain my Bachelor degree, I shall have to conduct a research and it is a  part of my study 

.The participants are requested to participate  in the study after reading the following .My 

research title is “Effectiveness of Kinesiotape over Knee Joint in Knee Osteoarthritis  

Patient” .Through this study I  will find the effect of kinesiotape over knee joint in 

osteoarthritis patients. If I can complete the study successfully, the patient may get the 

benefits of improve musculoskeletal outdoor physiotherapy service .To implement my 

research project, I need to collect data from the musculoskeletal patients .Therefore, you 

could be one of my valuable subjects for my study. 

 

 I am committed that the study will not pose any harm or risk to you .You have the absolute 

right to withdraw or discontinue at any time without any hesitation or risk. I will keep the 

information confidential which I obtained from you and personal identification of the 

participant would not be published anywhere. If you have any query about the study, you 

may contact with me or my supervisor Md.Zahid Hossain, Lecturer in Physiotherapy 

Department, BHPI, CRP, Savar, Dhaka-1343. 

 

  

Date and signature of participant: ………………………………………………………... 

Date and signature of researcher: ………………………………………………………... 

Date and signature of witness……………………………………………………………. 
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              APPENDIX-II 

 

Research Title: Effectiveness of Kinesiotape over Knee Joint in Knee 

Osteoarthritis Patients. 

Questionnaire (English) 

Part-I: Socio-demographic information 

Patient Id No:                                                                                          Code No: 

1.Name of patient   

2.Age   

3.Sex  Male ☐                               Female☐ 

4.Address Village/Area: 

P/O:                                  P/S: 

District: 

5.Contact no  

 6.Weight                            ................Kg 

 7.Height                           ………….Cm 

8. Dominant side Right☐                                 Left☐ 

9.Affected  side Right☐                                 Left☐ 

10.Education  

11.Occupation   

12.Start time of intervention  

13.End time of intervention   

14.Concent taken  Yes ☐                                  No☐ 
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Pre-Test Data 

Part-II: Physical disability questionnaire 

This questionnaire is developed according to, “The Western Ontario and Mac Master 

 Universities Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC SCORE)” for measuring the pain and  

disability of the patient with knee osteoarthritis.  

Each question has 4 score. Total questions are 24. Total number is 96.  

Pre - test score of the patient is ______ / 96.   

Instructions:  Please rate the activities in each category according to the following scale  

of difficulty:                 

0 = None      

1 = Slight     

2 = Moderate  

3 = Very     

4 = Extremely  

Circle one number for each activity 

A) Pain:  

 

1. How much pain do you feel during 

walking? 

    0      1      2     3   4   

2. How much pain do you feel during stair 

climbing? 

    0      1      2     3  4  

3. How much pain do you feel during sleeping 

at night? 

    0      1      2     3   4  

4. How much pain do you feel during resting 

time?  

    0      1      2     3  4  

5. How much pain do you feel during weight 

bearing? 

    0      1      2     3  4  

 B) Stiffness:   

1. How much stiffness do you feel in knee joint 

in the morning? 

    0      1      2     3      4  

2. How much stiffness do you feel in knee joint   

later in the day  

    0      1      2     3      4  
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C) Physical Function:  

1. How much problem do you feel during 

descending stairs? 

    0      1      2     3      4  

2. How much problem do you feel during 

ascending stairs?   

    0      1      2     3      4  

3. How much problem do you feel during rising 

from sitting?  

    0      1      2     3      4  

4. How much problem do you feel during 

standing?  

    0      1      2     3      4  

5. How much problem do you feel during   

bending to floor?  

    0      1      2     3      4  

6. How much problem do you feel during   

walking on flat surface?  

    0      1      2     3      4  

7. How much problem do you feel during   

getting in/ out of car?   

    0      1      2     3      4  

8. How much problem do you feel during   

going shopping?  

    0      1      2     3      4  

9. How much problem do you feel during   

putting on socks?   

    0      1      2     3      4  

10. How much problem do you feel during   

lying in bed?  

    0      1      2     3      4  

11. How much problem do you feel during   

taking off socks?  

    0      1      2     3      4  

12. How much problem do you feel during   

rising from bed?  

    0      1      2     3      4  

13. How much problem do you feel during   

getting in/ out of bath?  

  

    0      1      2     3      4  

14. How much problem do you feel during   

sitting?   

    0      1      2     3      4  

15. How much problem do you feel during   

getting on/ off toilet ?  

    0      1      2     3      4  

16. How much problem do you feel during 

doing heavy domestic duties?   

    0      1      2     3      4  

17. How much problem do you feel during   

doing light domestic duties?  

    0      1      2     3      4  

 

 Result of patient before taken treatment   ______ /96  
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Part-III: Pain Intensity 

 

Please mark the scale below to show how intense your pain is. 

Instructions:                  

0=No pain         1-3=Mild pain      4-6=Moderate pain       7-10=Severe pain  

 

How intense is your pain now? 

 

  

 

Part-IV: Estimate the Range Of Motion 

 

This part of questionnaire is designed for knee range of motion measurement.  

Goniometer is used for taking measurement. 

Instructions:                   

0=Normal          1=Mild loss     2=Moderate loss       3=Severe loss 

 

Movement  Range of Motion  

Knee Flexion  (active)    

Knee Extension (active)    

Knee Flexion  (Passive)    

Knee Extension  (Passive)    
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Part-V: Estimate Muscle Power 

According to Manual Muscle Testing Scale how much muscle power in knee will be 

measured  

Instructions:   

Code  Grade                            Points 

0 0 No visible or palpable contraction 

1 1 Visible or palpable contraction 

2 2- Partial ROM, gravity eliminated 

3 2 Full ROM, gravity eliminated 

4 2+ Gravity eliminated /slight resistance or <1/2 range against gravity 

5 3- >1/2 but   <Full ROM, against gravity 

6 3 Full ROM against   gravity 

7 3+ Full range of motion against gravity, slight resistance 

8 4- Full ROM against gravity, mild resistance 

9 4 Full ROM against gravity, moderate resistance 

10 4+ Full ROM against gravity, almost full resistance 

11 5 Normal, maximal resistance  

 

Name of 

muscle  

Action 

\movement  

Muscle 

power 

Quadriceps  Knee 

extension  

 

Hamstring  Knee 

flexion  

 

Dorsi 

flexor 

muscle  

Dorsi 

flexion of 

foot  

 

Planter 

flexor  

muscle  

Planter 

flexion of 

foot  
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Post-Test Data 

Part-II: Physical disability questionnaire 

This questionnaire is developed according to, “The Western Ontario and MacMaster Universities 

Osteoarthritis Index (WOMAC SCORE)” for measuring the pain and disability of the patient with 

knee osteoarthritis.  

Each question has 4 score. Total questions are 24. Total number is 96.  

Post - test score of the patient is ______ / 96.   

Instructions:  Please rate the activities in each category according to the following scale of 

difficulty:                 

5 = None      

6 = Slight     

7 = Moderate  

8 = Very     

9 = Extremely  

Circle one number for each activity 

A) Pain: 

1. How much pain do you feel during 

walking? 

    0      1      2     3   4   

2. How much pain do you feel during stair 

climbing? 

    0      1      2     3  4  

3. How much pain do you feel during sleeping 

at night? 

    0      1      2     3   4  

4. How much pain do you feel during resting 

time?  

    0      1      2     3  4  

5. How much pain do you feel during weight 

bearing? 

    0      1      2     3  4  

 

B) Stiffness:   

1. How much stiffness do you feel in knee joint 

in the morning? 

    0      1      2     3      4  

2. How much stiffness do you feel in knee joint   

later in the day  

    0      1      2     3      4  
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C) Physical Function:  

1. How much problem do you feel during 

descending stairs? 

    0      1      2     3      4  

2. How much problem do you feel during 

ascending stairs?   

    0      1      2     3      4  

3. How much problem do you feel during rising 

from sitting?  

    0      1      2     3      4  

4. How much problem do you feel during 

standing?  

    0      1      2     3      4  

5. How much problem do you feel during   

bending to floor?  

    0      1      2     3      4  

6. How much problem do you feel during   

walking on flat surface?  

    0      1      2     3      4  

7. How much problem do you feel during   

getting in/ out of car?   

    0      1      2     3      4  

8. How much problem do you feel during   

going shopping?  

    0      1      2     3      4  

9. How much problem do you feel during   

putting on socks?   

    0      1      2     3      4  

10. How much problem do you feel during   

lying in bed?  

    0      1      2     3      4  

11. How much problem do you feel during   

taking off socks?  

    0      1      2     3      4  

12. How much problem do you feel during   

rising from bed?  

    0      1      2     3      4  

13. How much problem do you feel during   

getting in/ out of bath?  

  

    0      1      2     3      4  

14. How much problem do you feel during   

sitting?   

    0      1      2     3      4  

15. How much problem do you feel during   

getting on/ off toilet?  

    0      1      2     3      4  

16. How much problem do you feel during 

doing heavy domestic duties?   

    0      1      2     3      4  

17. How much problem do you feel during   

doing light domestic duties?  

    0      1      2     3      4  

 

 Result of patient after taken treatment   ______ /96  
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Part-III: Pain Intensity 

 

Please mark the scale below to show how intense your pain is. 

Instructions:                 

0=No pain       1-3=Mild pain      4-6=Moderate pain      7-10=Severe pain  

 

How intense is your pain now? 

 

  

 

 

Part-IV: Estimate the Range Of Motion 

  

This part of questionnaire is designed for knee range of motion measurement.  

Goniometer is used for taking measurement. 

Instructions:                  

0=Normal        1=Mild loss        2=Moderate loss         3=Severe loss 

 

Movement  Range of Motion  

Knee Flexion  (active)    

Knee Extension (active)    

Knee Flexion  (Passive)    

Knee Extension  (Passive)    
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Part-V: Estimate Muscle Power 

According to Manual Muscle Testing Scale how much muscle power in knee will be 

measured  

Instructions:    

Code  Grade                     Points 

0 0 No visible or palpable contraction 

1 1 Visible or palpable contraction 

2 2- Partial ROM, gravity eliminated 

3 2 Full ROM, gravity eliminated 

4 2+ Gravity eliminated /slight resistance or <1/2 range against gravity 

5 3- >1/2 but   <Full ROM, against gravity 

6 3 Full ROM against   gravity 

7 3+ Full range of motion against gravity, slight resistance 

8 4- Full ROM against gravity, mild resistance 

9 4 Full ROM against gravity, moderate resistance 

10 4+ Full ROM against gravity, almost full resistance 

11 5 Normal, maximal resistance 

Name of 

muscle  

Action 

\movement  

Muscle 

power 

Quadriceps  Knee 

extension  

 

Hamstring  Knee 

flexion  

 

Dorsi 

flexor 

muscle  

Dorsi 

flexion of 

foot  

 

Planter 

flexor  

muscle 

Planter 

flexion of 

foot  
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এপেন্ডিক্স-৩                                                                                 ম ৌখিক সম্মখি েত্র 

  

 

খিপ োনো ঃ হো াঁটু   অখিওআর্থ্ রোইটটস এ হো াঁটু  উে  কোইপনখসও মটে এ  কোর্ রক্ষ িো । 

আসসোলো আুলোইকু  / ন স্কো  

আখ  ম োঃ জোখহদ হোসোন ,মিষ বষ র , ঢোকো খবশ্বখবদযলপ ে্  ম খিখসন  অনুষদ অধীপন বোাংলোপদি মহলথ 

প্রপেিন্স ইনসটটটটউট (খবএইচখেআই) এ  খব.এস.খস. খেন্ডজওপথ োখে খবভোগ এ  ছোত্র । আ ো  বযোপচল  

খিগ্রী অজরপন  জনয একটট গপবষণো ক পি হপব এবাং এটো আ ো  অধয পন  একটট অাংি। 

অাংিগ্রহণকো ীপদ   খনম্ন খলখিি অাংি েড়ো  ে  গপবষণো  অাংিগ্রহপন   জনয অনুপ োধ ক ো হল। আ ো  

গপবষণো  খিপ োনো   “হ াঁটুর  অস্টিওআর্থ্ রাইটিস  এ হ াঁটুর উপর ক ইনেসিও টটপ এর ক র্ যক্ষমত ’’। 

এই গপবষনো   োধযপ  আখ  হো াঁটু  অস্টিওআর্থ্ রাইটিস এ  ম োগীপদ   উে  প্রচখলি মথ োখে  সোপথ  

কোইপনখসও মটে এ  কোর্ রকোখ িো িুপজ মব  ক ো  মচষ্টো ক ব। আ ো  গপবষণো সটিকভোপব মিষ ক পি 

েো পল  োসু্কলপস্কখলটোল বখহখব রভোগ খেন্ডজওপথ োখে  মসবো   োধযপ  ম োগী উেকৃি হপবন। আ ো  গপবষনো 

প্রকল্প বোস্তবো পন  জনয সম্মোখনি  অাংিগ্রহনকো ী হপি েোপ ন। 

 

আখ   প্রখিশ্রুখিবদ্ধ মর্ ,আ ো  গপবষণো  আেনো  মকোন ক্ষখি বো গুরুি  খবেদ হপব নো। আেনো  মর্পকোন  

খিধো বো ঝুখক ছোড়োই মর্ মকোন স   খনপজপক এ গপবষণো  মথপক প্রিযোহোপ    অখধকো  আপছ। আখ  প্রখিশ্রুখি 

বদ্ধ মর্, আেনো  সকল  খনজস্ব সনোক্ত ক ন  মকোথোও প্রকোি ক ো হপব নো, প্রোপ্ত িথয মগোেনীও  োিো হপব। 

র্খদ গপবষণো সম্পপকর আেনো   মকোন ন্ডজজ্ঞোসো থোপক  িপব আেখন অনুগ্রহ েূব রক আমার সাথে অথবো আমার 

খনপদরিক ম োঃ জোখহদ মহোপসন, মলকচো ো  ,খেন্ডজওপথ োখে খবভোগ ,খবএইচখেআই,খসআ খে, সোভো  ,ঢোকো-

১৩৪৩  এ  সোপথ মর্োগোপর্োগ ক পি েোপ ন।  

  

 

অাংিগ্রহনকো ী  স্বোক্ষ  ও িোখ িঃ………………………………………………………………..…  

গপবষপক  স্বোক্ষ  ও িোখ িঃ………………………………………………………………………… 

স্বোক্ষী  স্বোক্ষ  ও িোখ িঃ……………………………………………………………………………... 
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এপেন্ডিক্স- ৪                                                                                        প্রপনোেত্র (বোাংলো) 

 

গনেষণ র সেষয়ঃ “হ াঁটুর   অস্টিওআর্থ্ রাইটিস এ হ াঁটুর উপর ক ইনেসিও টটপ এর 

ক র্ যক সরত ’’ 

অংশ-১: ি ম জিক টেক্ষ পনটর তথ্য েলী 

ম োগী নোম্বো ঃ                                                                            মকোি নোম্বো ঃ- 

১।ম োগী  নো    

২।ব স                           ............বছর 

৩।খলঙ্গ    পুরূষ☐                 খহলো☐ 

৪।টিকোনো  গ্রো /এলোকোঃ 

িোকঘ ঃ 

থোনোঃ 

মজলোঃ 

৫।মর্োগোপর্োগ  নোম্বো   

৬।ওজন                         …………মক.ন্ডজ. 

৭।উচ্চিো                        ………….মস.খ . 

৮।প্রধোন েোি ডান ☐                            বাম☐ 

৯।আক্রোন্ত েোি  ডান ☐                            বাম☐ 

১০।খিক্ষোগি মর্োগযিো  

১১।মেিো  

১২।হস্তপক্ষপে  স   শুরু  

১৩।হস্তপক্ষপে  স   মিষ   

১৪।অনু খি গ্রহন হযো ☐              নো ☐ 
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সিসকৎি  পূে যেতী তথ্য 

অংশ-২: শ রীসরক অক্ষমত র েশ্ন েলী  

এই প্রনেত্রটট তিখ  ক ো হপ পছ ওপ িোন র অন্টোখ ও ও  যোক োিো  ইউখনভোখস রটট 

অখিওআর্থ্ রোইটটস ইনপিক্স (ও যোক মস্কো ) অনুর্ো ী অখিওআর্থ্ রোইটটস ম োগীপদ  হোটু  

বযোথো ও অক্ষ িোজখনি িথযোবলী েখ  োপে  জনয ।  

 

প্রখিটট প্রপন  চো টট মস্কো  আপছ, সব রপ োট প্রন ২৪ এবাং সব রপ োট েলোেল ৯৬  

খচখকৎসো  েূব রবিী ম োগী  প্রোপ্ত নোম্বো ______ / ৯৬.   

খনপদরিনোবলীঃ দ ো কপ  প্রপিযক ধ পন  কোজপক খনপচ  কোটিপনয   োেকোটি অনুর্ো ী খনধ রো ণ 

করুন                 

০ = নোই     ১ = অল্প      ২=  োঝো ী      ৩= অপনক    ৪=সব রোখধক  

প্রখিটট কোপজ  জনয একটো সাংিযো  মগোল দোগ খদন 

ক) বযথো 

১ । হোটোহোটট ক ো  স   আেনো  বযথো   োত্রো 

মক ন? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

২ ।খসখড় খদপ  উিো  স   আেনো  বযথো   োত্রো 

মক ন?  

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

৩ ।  োপি  মবলো  আেনো  বযথো   োত্রো 

মক ন?    

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

৪ । খবশ্রোপ   স   আেনো  বযথো   োত্রো 

মক ন?    

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

৫। র্িন ওজন বহন কপ ন িিন আেনো  

বযথো   োত্রো মক ন?    

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

  

ি) িক্ত হও ো 

১ । সকোপল  আেনো  হোটু  িক্ত হও ো   োত্রো 

মক ন? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

২ । খদপন  অনয স   আেনো  হোটু  িক্ত 

হও ো   োত্রো মক ন?    

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

  

গ) িো ীখ ক কোজ  
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১ । খসাঁখড় খদপ  নো ো  স   আেনো  কিটুকু 

স সযো হ ? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

২ । খসাঁখড় খদপ  উিো  স   আেনো  কিটুকু 

স সযো হ ? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

৩ । বসো মথপক উিো  স    আেনো  কিটুকু 

স সযো হ ? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

৪ । দো াঁখড়প  থোকো অবস্থো  আেনো  কিটুকু 

স সযো হ ? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

৫ ।স িপল হোটূ ভোজ কপ  বসো  স   

আেনো  কিটুকু স সযো হ ?   

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

৬ । স িপল হো াঁটো  স   আেনো  কিটুকু 

স সযো হ ?  

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

৭। র্োনবোহপন উিো  স   বো র্োনবোহন মথপক 

নো ো  স   আেনো  কিটুকু স সযো হ ? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

৮ । মকনোকোটো ক ো  স    আেনো  কিটুকু 

স সযো হ ? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

৯ । ম োজো ে ো  স   আেনো  কিটুকু স সযো 

হ ? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

১০ । খবছোনো  শুপ  থোকো অবস্থো  আেনো  

কিটুকু স সযো হ ?  

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

১১ । ম োজো মিোলো  স    আেনো  কিটুকু 

স সযো হ ? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

১২ । মিো ো মথপক ওিো  স   আেনো  কিটুকু 

স সযো হ ? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

১৩ । মগোসপল র্োও ো  স   /মব  হও ো  স    

আেনো  কিটুকু স সযো হ ? 

  

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

১৪ । বপস থোকো অবস্থো  আেনো  কিটুকু 

স সযো হ ? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

১৫ । ট পলপট বসো বো উিো  স    আেনো  

কিটুকু স সযো হ ? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

১৬ । বোসো  ভো ী কোজ ক ো  স   আেনো  

কিটুকু স সযো হ ?  

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

১৭ । বোসো  হোলকো কোজ ক ো   ক ো  স   

আেনো  কিটুকু স সযো হ ?   

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

  

খচখকৎসো  েুপব র  ম োগী  প্রোপ্ত নোম্বো ______ / ৯৬ 
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অংশ ৩: েযথ্ র তীব্রত  

 

নীপচ  মস্কপল মগোল দোগ খদপ  বুন্ডঝপ  খদন আেনো  বযথো কিটো িীব্র। 
 

খনপদরিনোবলীঃ 
 

০=মকোন বযথো মনই     ১-৩=অল্প বযথো   ৪-৬= োঝোখ  বযথো    ৭-১০=িীব্র বযথো 
  

আেনো  বযথো এিন  কিটো িীব্র? 

 

০        ১        ২         ৩       ৪        ৫        ৬       ৭          ৮       ৯        ১০ 
 

                   

                    

  

 মকোপনো বযথো নোই                                                                         িীব্র  বযথো 

 

অংশ-৪: গসতর পসরিীম  সেণ যয় 

 

িথয সাংগ্রহ েপত্র  এই অাংিটট হোটু  গখি  েখ সী ো খনণ র  ক ো  জনয তি ী ক ো হপ পছ 

। েখ  োেক র্ন্ত্র খহপসপব মগোখনওখ টো  বযোবহো  ক ো হপ পছ । 

খনপদরিনোবলীঃ 

০=স্বোভোখবক  ১=অল্প হ্রোস মেপ পছ  ২= োঝোখ  হ্রোস মেপ পছ   ৩=অপনক িোখন হ্রোস মেপ পছ  

নড়োচড়ো গসতর পসরিীম  

হোটু সাংপকোচন(সন্ডক্র )    

হোটু প্রসো ণ(সন্ডক্র )   

হোটু সাংপকোচন(েপ োক্ষ)    

হোটু প্রসো ণ(েপ োক্ষ)   
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অংশ-৫: ম ংিনপশীর শজির পসরম প 

 যোনু োল  োসল  মটখিাং অনুর্ো ী হোটু   োাংসপেিীপি কিিোখন িন্ডক্ত আপছ িো েখ  োে 

ক ো হপব । 

খনপদরিনোবলীঃ 

মকোি মগ্রি টীকো 

০ ০ মকোন দৃিয োন বো অনুধোবনপর্োগয সাংপকোচন মনই 

১ ১ দৃিয োন বো অনুধোবনপর্োগয সাংপকোচন  খবদয োন 

২ ২-  ধযোকষ রন এ  সোপথ অল্প গখিসী ো খবদয োন 

৩ ২  ধযোকষ রন এ  সোপথ সম্পূণ র গখিসী ো খবদয োন 

৪ ২+  ধযোকষ রন এ  সোপথ অল্প বোধোপি সম্পূণ র গখিসী ো অথবো  ধযোকষ রন এ  

খবে ীপি <১/২ গখিসী ো খবদয োন 

৫ ৩-  ধযোকষ রন এ  খবে ীপি অপধ রক এ  মবিী অথবো সম্পণূ র এ  ক  গখিসী ো 

খবদয োন 

৬ ৩  ধযোকষ রন এ  খবে ীপি সম্পণূ র  গখিসী ো  খবদয োন 

৭ ৩+  ধযোকষ রন এ  খবে ীপি হোলকো  বোধোপি সম্পণূ র গখিসী ো খবদয োন 

৮ ৪-   ধযোকষ রন এ  খবে ীপি অল্প  বোধোপি সম্পূণ র গখিসী ো খবদয োন 

৯ ৪  ধযোকষ রন এ  খবে ীপি  োঝোখ   বোধোপি সম্পূণ র গখিসী ো খবদয োন 

১০ ৪+  ধযোকষ রন এ  খবে ীপি প্রো  েূণ র বোধোপি সম্পূণ র গখিসী ো খবদয োন 

১১ ৫ স্বোভোখবক,সপব রোচ্চ বোধোপি সম্পণূ র গখিসী ো খবদয োন 
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 োাংসপেিী নো  কোজ/নড়োচড়ো  োাংসপেিী  িন্ডক্ত 

মকো োন্ডিপসপ্স হোটু প্রসো ণ 

 

 

হযো খরাং হোটু সাংপকোচন 

 

 

ি খসপেক্স  েোপ   ি খসপেক্সন  

প্লোন্টো পেক্স  েোপ   প্লোন্টো পেক্সন  
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সিসকৎি  পরেতী তথ্য 

অংশ-২: শ রীসরক অক্ষমত র েশ্ন েলী  

এই প্রনেত্রটট তিখ  ক ো হপ পছ ওপ িোন র অন্টোখ ও ও  যোক োিো  ইউখনভোখস রটট 

অখিওআর্থ্ রোইটটস ইনপিক্স (ও যোক মস্কো ) অনুর্ো ী অখিওআর্থ্ রোইটটস ম োগীপদ  হোটু  

বযোথো ও অক্ষ িোজখনি িথযোবলী েখ  োপে  জনয ।  

 

প্রখিটট প্রপন  চো টট মস্কো  আপছ, সব রপ োট প্রন ২৪ এবাং সব রপ োট েলোেল ৯৬  

খচখকৎসো  ে বিী ম োগী  প্রোপ্ত নোম্বো ______ / ৯৬.   

 

খনপদরিনোবলীঃ দ ো কপ  প্রপিযক ধ পন  কোজপক খনপচ  কোটিপনয   োেকোটি অনুর্ো ী খনধ রো ণ 

করুন                 

০ = নোই        ১ = অল্প          ২=  োঝো ী         ৩= অপনক      ৪=সব রোখধক  

প্রখিটট কোপজ  জনয একটো সাংিযো  মগোল দোগ খদন 

ক) বযথো 

১ । হোটোহোটট ক ো  স   আেনো  বযথো   োত্রো 

মক ন? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

২ ।খসখড় খদপ  উিো  স   আেনো  বযথো   োত্রো 

মক ন?  

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

৩ ।  োপি  মবলো  আেনো  বযথো   োত্রো 

মক ন?    

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

৪ । খবশ্রোপ   স   আেনো  বযথো   োত্রো 

মক ন?    

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

৫। র্িন ওজন বহন কপ ন িিন আেনো  

বযথো   োত্রো মক ন?    

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

 

ি) িক্ত হও ো 

১ । সকোপল  আেনো  হোটু  িক্ত হও ো   োত্রো 

মক ন? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

২ । খদপন  অনয স   আেনো  হোটু  িক্ত 

হও ো   োত্রো মক ন?    

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

  

গ) িো ীখ ক কোজ  
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১ । খসাঁখড় খদপ  নো ো  স   আেনো  কিটুকু 

স সযো হ ? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

২ । খসাঁখড় খদপ  উিো  স   আেনো  কিটুকু 

স সযো হ ? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

৩ । বসো মথপক উিো  স    আেনো  কিটুকু 

স সযো হ ? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

৪ । দো াঁখড়প  থোকো অবস্থো  আেনো  কিটুকু 

স সযো হ ? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

৫ ।স িপল হোটূ ভোজ কপ  বসো  স   

আেনো  কিটুকু স সযো হ ?   

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

৬ । স িপল হো াঁটো  স   আেনো  কিটুকু 

স সযো হ ?  

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

৭। র্োনবোহপন উিো  স   বো র্োনবোহন মথপক 

নো ো  স   আেনো  কিটুকু স সযো হ ? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

৮ । মকনোকোটো ক ো  স    আেনো  কিটুকু 

স সযো হ ? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

৯ । ম োজো ে ো  স   আেনো  কিটুকু স সযো 

হ ? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

১০ । খবছোনো  শুপ  থোকো অবস্থো  আেনো  

কিটুকু স সযো হ ?  

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

১১ । ম োজো মিোলো  স    আেনো  কিটুকু 

স সযো হ ? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

১২ । মিো ো মথপক ওিো  স   আেনো  কিটুকু 

স সযো হ ? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

১৩ । মগোসপল র্োও ো  স   /মব  হও ো  স    

আেনো  কিটুকু স সযো হ ? 

  

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

১৪ । বপস থোকো অবস্থো  আেনো  কিটুকু 

স সযো হ ? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

১৫ । ট পলপট বসো বো উিো  স    আেনো  

কিটুকু স সযো হ ? 

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

১৬ । বোসো  ভো ী কোজ ক ো  স   আেনো  

কিটুকু স সযো হ ?  

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

১৭ । বোসো  হোলকো কোজ ক ো   ক ো  স   

আেনো  কিটুকু স সযো হ ?   

০     ১      ২    ৩    ৪  

  

খচখকৎসো  েপ   ম োগী  প্রোপ্ত নোম্বো ______ /৯৬ 
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অংশ ৩: েযথ্ র তীব্রত  

 

নীপচ  মস্কপল মগোল দোগ খদপ  বুন্ডঝপ  খদন আেনো  বযথো কিটো িীব্র। 

খনপদরিনোবলীঃ 

০=মকোন বযথো মনই      ১-৩=অল্প বযথো   ৪-৬= োঝোখ  বযথো      ৭-১০=িীব্র বযথো 

  

আেনো  বযথো এিন  কিটো িীব্র? 

০      ১       ২      ৩       ৪      ৫      ৬       ৭       ৮      ৯      ১০  

                    

                    

  

  

মকোপনো বযথো নোই                                                                                      িীব্র  বযথো 

 
 

অংশ-৪: গসতর পসরিীম  সেণ যয় 

 

িথয সাংগ্রহ েপত্র  এই অাংিটট হোটু  গখি  েখ সী ো খনণ র  ক ো  জনয তি ী ক ো হপ পছ 

। েখ  োেক র্ন্ত্র খহপসপব মগোখনওখ টো  বযোবহো  ক ো হপ পছ । 

খনপদরিনোবলীঃ 

০=স্বোভোখবক   ১=অল্প হ্রোস মেপ পছ  ২= োঝোখ  হ্রোস মেপ পছ ৩=অপনক িোখন হ্রোস মেপ পছ  

নড়োচড়ো গসতর পসরিীম  

হোটু সাংপকোচন(সন্ডক্র )    

হোটু প্রসো ণ(সন্ডক্র )   

হোটু সাংপকোচন(েপ োক্ষ)    

হোটু প্রসো ণ(েপ োক্ষ)   
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অংশ-৫: ম ংিনপশীর শজির পসরম প 

 যোনু োল  োসল  মটখিাং অনুর্ো ী হোটু   োাংসপেিীপি কিিোখন িন্ডক্ত আপছ িো েখ  োে 

ক ো হপব । 

খনপদরিনোবলীঃ 

মকোি মগ্রি টীকো 

০ ০ মকোন দৃিয োন বো অনুধোবনপর্োগয সাংপকোচন মনই 

১ ১ দৃিয োন বো অনুধোবনপর্োগয সাংপকোচন  খবদয োন 

২ ২-  ধযোকষ রন এ  সোপথ অল্প গখিসী ো খবদয োন 

৩ ২  ধযোকষ রন এ  সোপথ সম্পূণ র গখিসী ো খবদয োন 

৪ ২+  ধযোকষ রন এ  সোপথ অল্প বোধোপি সম্পূণ র গখিসী ো অথবো  ধযোকষ রন এ  

খবে ীপি <১/২ গখিসী ো খবদয োন 

৫ ৩-  ধযোকষ রন এ  খবে ীপি অপধ রক এ  মবিী অথবো সম্পণূ র এ  ক  গখিসী ো 

খবদয োন 

৬ ৩  ধযোকষ রন এ  খবে ীপি সম্পণূ র  গখিসী ো  খবদয োন 

৭ ৩+  ধযোকষ রন এ  খবে ীপি হোলকো  বোধোপি সম্পণূ র গখিসী ো খবদয োন 

৮ ৪-   ধযোকষ রন এ  খবে ীপি অল্প  বোধোপি সম্পূণ র গখিসী ো খবদয োন 

৯ ৪  ধযোকষ রন এ  খবে ীপি  োঝোখ   বোধোপি সম্পূণ র গখিসী ো খবদয োন 

১০ ৪+  ধযোকষ রন এ  খবে ীপি প্রো  েূণ র বোধোপি সম্পূণ র গখিসী ো খবদয োন 

১১ ৫ স্বোভোখবক,সপব রোচ্চ বোধোপি সম্পণূ র গখিসী ো খবদয োন 
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 োাংসপেিী নো  কোজ/নড়োচড়ো   োাংসপেিী  

িন্ডক্ত 

মকো োন্ডিপসপ্স হোটু প্রসো ণ 

 

 

হযো খরাং  হোটু সাংপকোচন 

 

 

ি খসপেক্স  েোপ   

ি খসপেক্সন  

 

প্লোন্টো পেক্স  েোপ   

প্লোন্টো পেক্সন 
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APPENDIX-V                                                                          PERMISSION LETER 
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APPENDIX-VI                        Permission Letter from Institutional Review Board 

 


